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Sri Mataji's Benediction
FIFTY YEARS OF SERVICE WITH DIVINITY

It’s been 50 years since the Ashram was inaugurated in
1972. We all have many experiences with this Ashram and Sri
Gurudev. But we shall not look at them
with a worldly outlook. Even though we
belong to this world, Sri Gurudev is beyond
all worlds. As a result, all his deeds and
the experiences he bestowed upon us are
to be viewed with an outlook beyond the
world. We can never understand Sri
Gurudev without a spiritual outlook.

He is Paramatma and we are
Jivatmas. But they both are not different.
Only because of the Paramatma residing
in our bodies, the bodies are able to
perform their worldly duties. Only when
you realize this and start experiencing the unconditional love of God
and also inculcate unconditional love towards Him, the Jivatma
realizes its true self. This is the path on which all the mahatmas led
their lives and realized the ultimate Truth.

Sri Gurudev gave the assurance that not only humans but
all the living beings that sought refuge in this Ashram will attain
liberation. Even if it is not possible for one to live physically in the
ashram, they can make their heart an ashram and have the constant
darshan of Sri Gurudev, who installed himself in every heart as
‘Hridaya Babu’. Devotees, who made this ashram their home, are
leading complete lives. Sri Gurudev granted us a school for the
education of the children, and a hospital for the well-being of the
residents. These institutions are not only serving the residents of the
ashram but are open to all the residents of the villages in the
surrounding area and serving them with a selfless service motto.

The ashram is a self-sufficient world in itself. But the residents
must follow the rules like attending the prayer twice a day,
participating in all the functions and satsangs and delivering whatever
service they are capable of. When the ashram was started, there
were only two buildings. All the residents were living under trees
cohabitating with snakes and scorpions. But they never harmed
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anyone and were treated with respect by the residents. Now it has
fully established living quarters for all the residents.

Sri Ramalingeswara Swami emanated from the lotus hands
of Sri Gurudev as a tiny Shivling. Later, the Lingam  was installed in
a temple and Jaganmata Sri Kali Mata followed suit. We have
temples of Sri Radhakrishna, Sri Kodandarama Swami and Sri
Nageswara. The Ashram has withstood many disasters like cyclones,
and now Corona virus, but most of the residents passed through
unscathed with Sri Gurudev’s grace. Sri Babuji Maharaj performed
multiple Yagnas in the Ashram for world peace and prosperity.

Different people approached Sri Gurudev for different
reasons like personal desires, difficulties or eagerness to seek the
ultimate Truth. He never said I am only concerned about your spiritual
life and not your worldly or family matters. He showed compassion
to each and every person and gave solutions to their desires or
problems and slowly nudged them towards spiritual life. There are
innumerable stories of devotees being protected and led on the
path of self-realization by Sri Gurudev during the 50 years of this
Ashram and several years before that too.

No matter how wealthy or healthy you are, nothing is
permanent and they can’t save you from the clutches of death. The
only path to attain salvation beyond the cycle of birth and death is
to seek refuge in the lotus feet of Sri Gurudev and walk on the path
shown by Him.

I hope all of you will be able to attend the Golden Jubilee
celebrations of our Ashram being held from 11-11-2022 to 21-11-
2022. The Ashram is open to one and all and the only prerequisite is
devotion toward the Almighty and a desire to seek the ultimate Truth.

May Sri Gurudev bless us all and the Ashram with eternal
grace and service to humankind!

---Sri Babuji

          Sugarcane has leaves which are as sharp as razor blade.
But neither these leaves nor the rough and tough exterior of the
cane should deter us from our effort at extracting its juice from
it and preparing jaggery and sugar. Patience and perseverance
alone pay in the process.
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From the Editor's desk:

Om Gururam Namaste!
By the time this issue of  ‘Sanardha Sadguru’, the spiritual

quarterly magazine, reaches your hands, dear readers, Sri Kali Vana
Ashramam would be in the thick of Sharannavatri celebrations.
Closely following this, a grand gala event
has been slated for eleven days from
November 11 to mark the golden jubilee
of the foundation of the Ashramam, which
includes the 34th Aradhana Mahotsavam
of Samardha Sadguru Sri Sri Sri Hanumat
Kali Vara Prasada Babuji Maharaj. A
special sacrifice for Universal Peace, by
name ‘Sri Sadguru Viswa Shanti Vajra
Grathita Maha Mrutyunjaya Samputita
Rudra Yagam’, will be performed as a
fitting finale to the celebrations. In fact, the jubilee fete should have
been conducted in June this year, but it was deferred due to the
COVID-19 pandemic restrictions.

Out of compassion for the suffering humanity from the pandemic
for a prolonged period, Poojya Yogini Sri Chandra Kali Prasada
Mataji, the incumbent Chief of the Kali Vana Ashrama Peetham,
has decided to perform this Yagam to ensure Universal Peace (Viswa
Shanti) in a world beset with post-pandemic uncertainties, the threat
of biological warfare, inter-faith strife bordering on terrorism, natural
disasters like floods, mutual mistrust among peoples, war between
Russia and Ukraine leading to economic slowdown, etc. (The
purpose and details of the Yagam are elaborately featured elsewhere
in this issue).

Ensuring Universal Peace has always been the desire of
sages and well-meaning spiritual leaders from time immemorial, as
they were convinced that war would always result in a bitter and
uneasy peace. Therefore, peaceful resolution of conflicts alone would
be the correct step. One method of achieving this, according to
them, is conducting yagams to invoke the blessings of the celestials.
In every yuga, kings used to conduct various sacrifices, guided by

UNIVERSAL PEACE IS THE PERENNIAL NEED
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maharshis to usher in Viswa Shanti for the welfare of their subjects.
Even though rulers were ambitious to expand their empires by waging
wars, at one stage they too would strive for peace, because wars
usually resulted in the vanquished opponents taking resort to steps
to avenge their humiliation. Needless to say that this had engendered
an unending stand-off between the aggressor and the aggrieved.
The Germans, after their defeat in World War I, took a vow to
undo the damage by preparing for World War II under the leadership
of Adolf Hitler and nearly succeeded in their objective until they
were overpowered by the allied forces. That war shattered the
economy of entire Europe, which had to struggle a lot to restore the
original economic strength. In our own history, we have the example
of Mauryan Emperor Asoka, who was bent on enforcing his
overlordship all over the Bharata Kanda, transforming himself into
an apostle of peace after witnessing the disastrous impact of his
invasion of Kalinga Desam.

But war and peace continue to impact humanity alternately,
since the tussle between the good and the evil is perennial. At the
Eastern Naval Command headquarters in Visakhapatnam, one can
see this legend boldly displayed in the base control room:   “You
want peace; then be prepared for war”. In other words, war is
inevitable to herald peace. The Gitacharya says, “Whenever Dharma
is endangered, I would incarnate in every yuga to protect the good
people and destroy the evil forces so as to reinstate Righteousness.”
This is just like our peeling the outer shell the orange first before
tasting the fruit.

The Sharannavaratri celebrations represent this aspect of
Providence that had culminated in the wiping out of the wicked
Mahishasura hordes to shield the noble persons.

All said and done, the need for Universal Peace cannot be
over-emphasised, because only in a peaceful ambience, can
economic progress be possible. It is high time people realised this
necessity. With the divine grace of our Sadguru Maharaj and benign
blessings of Sri Mataji, we are sure to come out of the distressed
condition we have been in due to COVID during the last two years.
Om Shanti...Shanti...Shantihi!

Jai Gurudev!*
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 Sushumna Prasada

Thus Spake Babuji
THE ALCHEMY OF GURUTATWA

The power and glory of the True Master (Sadgurudev) can
only be experienced and not explained, asserted Lord Babuji on
one occasion while exhorting a gathering
of devotees. Sadguru Maharaj pointed out
that the True Master alone had the power
to transform a thief into an immortal saint,
an illiterate into a great scholar and poet, a
person of lust into a great devotee of Divine
Love. His Holiness then continued the
discourse thus....

Just as an alchemist can turn any
base metal into gold, the alchemy of
Gurutatwa has the miraculous capacity of
transforming any useless and unworthy
person into priceless gold like devotee. The only qualification that is
essential for the seeker of Truth is unflinching faith and trust in the
Master. He then would take the entire responsibility on his shoulders.
With his infinite grace, the seeker of truth will be endowed with all
the qualifications to become an ideal devotee. It is no exaggeration,
but a practical fact.

There are three types of realised souls according to Sri
Ramakrishna Paramahamsa. They are: Realised Souls for all times
(Nitya Siddhulu); those who attain realisation by constant effort
(Sadhana Siddhulu) and those who people who attain self-realisation
by the infinite grace of the True Master (Kripa Siddhulu).

The immortal saint Valmiki is a matchless example of ‘Krupa
Siddhulu’. Before he became the first immortal poet (Adi Kavi)
who wrote the eternal epic ‘Srimad Ramayana’ was a forest dweller
and a total illiterate. He was a bandit by profession and used to loot
the travellers mercilessly and led his family life with that stolen wealth.
But the turning point came in his life with the blissful sight (darshan)
of the divine saint Sri Narada Maharshi. The very first sight of the
saint worked as alchemy to reform a highway robber as an immortal
saint-poet. Narada Maharshi showered the nectar out of infinite
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compassion and grace on Valmiki who in his previous stage of life
(Poorva Ashram) was an illiterate forest dweller who could not
even utter the word ‘Rama’ properly. Narada gave that robber the
initiation of ‘Rama mantra’ and instructed him to meditate on that
lakshyartha. But he could not pronounce even the easy pious name
‘Rama’. Instead of that, he uttered ‘mara’ ‘mara’. The sage, out of
compassion, asked him to utter the word speedily. The speedy
uttering of ‘mara mara’ turned into ‘Rama Rama’. Having tasted
the holy name ‘Rama’, his mind was totally absorbed in ‘Rama’
and he became forgetful of everything else. He was enveloped by
an anthill (a shelter of snakes). His mind was totally absorbed in the
priceless initiation given by Sage Narada. Thus the glorious name
‘Rama’ transformed a highway robber as the immortal saint Valmiki.
It is a marvellous proof of the alchemy of Gurutatwa.

The infinite grace and compassion of the divine saint was
showered on him. It was Narada who encouraged Saint Valmiki to
write the immortal epic ‘Ramayana’. Before authoring such work,
Saint Valmiki questioned the divine sage whether there was anybody
in this universe who was endowed with sixteen noble qualities
(Shodasa Kala Prapurna). Narada immediately replied that there
was such an unexcelled divine figure in human form by name Sri
Ramachandra, the eldest son of King Dasaratha who ruled the
kingdom of Kosala. Thus the priceless blessings of the sage inspired
Valmiki to compose the timeless and ageless epic. It is known as
‘Adi Kavya’.

The glory of ‘Ramayana’ is embedded in the sloka: ‘Yavat
Sthasyunthi Giriyah, Sarithascha Mahitaya Thatvat Ramayana Katha
Lokeshu Pracharisyaath’. It means ‘as long as there are rivers and
mountains on the earth, the story of Ramayana will remain eternal in
this universe’. The Ramayana is not an imaginary literary work, but
real and factual. Saint Valmiki was actually a contemporary of Sri
Ramachandra. Sita Matha at the time of her pregnancy expressed
the desire of staying in a pious saintly environment - Rushi Vatika
(abode of a saint). Sage Valmiki offered shelter to Sita Matha where
she became the saintly mother of the twins Lava and Kusa. They
were brought up as ideal children by the care and protection of
Sage Valmiki whose spiritual alchemy moulded his own life as a
marvellous saint.
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Not only in Treta yuga but even in Kali yuga there were such
‘Krupa Siddhulu’. Sri Sankara Bhagavadpadacharya who
showered mercy and compassion on persons and moulded them
as ideal disciples by their selfless love and mercy. Sri Thotakacharya
was an example of such ‘Kripa Siddhulu’. On one occasion, Sri
Adi Sankara was travelling along with his devotees. The proper
time came for the transformation of Sri Thotakacharya who was till
then an illiterate with a dull and inactive brain. The compassionate
and loving glances of Bhagawan Sri Sankaracharya were showered
on that illiterate person and he was immediately transformed into a
man of intellectual eminence. The alchemy of Gurutatwa transformed
him into a great intellectual who composed a beautiful poetic work
known as ‘Thotakavratam’. It was composed effortlessly praising
the glory of Gurutatwa. He was since then known as the most famous
disciple who composed the poetic work in glorification of Gurudev.
It was an eye-opener for the other disciples, who looked down
upon him so far, and from then on admired his greatness for receiving
the inestimable fortune of the grace of Gurudev.
Another instance was the boundless love and grace of Gurudev
which could transform a person plunged in the fathomless sea of
materialism. Sadguru’s love and grace transformed that man into an
unexcelled devotee of spiritual gold whose fortune turned
inestimable. It is the story of Dhanurdas.

It was the grand occasion of the ‘Garudotsavam of
Bhagawan Sri Ranganadha Swami and Sri Mahalaxmi, and the
chariot was moving in a procession on the wide streets of Srirangam.
It looked like a sea of spectators. Bhagawad Ramanujacharya along
with his disciples was participating in the procession. Suddenly he
looked aside, where he saw an unusual sight. He saw a strong healthy
young man holding an umbrella in his hands. He was quite unmindful
of his surroundings and crowds of people who were totally absorbed
in the procession of the Lord. The main target of Dhanurdas was to
protect the wide lotus-like eyes of his lady-love from the heat of the
sun’s rays. Sri Ramanuja, who saw the plight of Dhanurdas, wanted
to come to his rescue and transform him from the plane of physical
love to the plane of divine love. With that aim and goal, Bhagawad
Ramanujacharya approached the place, where Dhanurdas lost sight
of everything else except the attractive eyes of that young beauty.
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He patted on the shoulder of Dhanurdas and assured him that “I
will show you one who has more attractive and wider eyes than
that of your lady-love. Are you prepared to concentrate on those
extensive divine eyes which can brighten the entire universe?” At
that moment, the turning point came in the life of Dhanurdas. He
prostrated at the sacred feet of Sri Ramanuja and was prepared to
follow him with implicit faith. The Acharya realised that the proper
time had come to transform Dhanurdas as a great devotee with
boundless love. Leading him to the shrine of Sri Ranganatha, Sri
Ramanuja showed him the glorious and glittering eyes of the Lord.
The moment Dhanurdas saw the glittering eyes of Lord Ranganadha,
which showered the rays of divine love, the transformation took
place in a split second. Dhanurdas became totally forgetful of
everything else. He was no longer enamoured of the beautiful eyes
of his lady-love. He could see nothing else except the glory of the
ever shining eyes of the Lord Ranganadha. Since then, his physical
passion for the beautiful lady was burnt to ashes. His divine passion
enabled him to see the ever shining glory of the looks of the Lord
and nothing else. Thus the alchemy of Gurutatwa transformed
Dhanurdas as a staunch devotee of Sri Ranganadha.

Yet another instance of the power and glory of Gurutatwa
was the infinite grace of Sri Ramakrishna Paramahamsa.
Ramachandra Datta was a disciple of Sri Ramakrishna
Paramahamsa. He had a servant by name Lattu who had the fortune
of becoming a great devotee. It was entirely due to the infinite grace
of Gurudev which was showered on him for no reason (‘Nirhethuka
Krupa Sindhulu’). Lattu used to come to the house of Sri
Ramakrishna Paramahamsa. With his genuine love and grace the
sage of Dakshineswar wanted to save him from material
entanglements and reform him as a great devotee. He asked Lattu
to stay in his residence. Lattu immediately followed his instructions
as he had great faith in Sri Ramakrishna as a matchless Guru, who
tried to make him a literate by teaching him alphabet. But Lattu
failed to learn the alphabet. But in course of time most surprisingly
he became well-versed in spiritual literature, solving all the problems
related to spiritual progress. Then due to the infinite grace and
affection of the True Master, Lattu was moulded into a great spiritual
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leader by name ‘Atbhutananda Swami’. True to the title given to
him, he became the recipient of miraculous bliss and love. Even
great scholars like Swami Vivekananda were greatly astonished by
his spiritual excellence who suggested solutions to spiritual problems.
Thus, the alchemy of spiritual grace and love transformed Lattu as
Atbhutananda Swami who proved himself a saintly recluse worthy
of his name.

There was another disciple of Sri Ramakrishna
Paramahamsa by name Girish Chandra who had all drawbacks
like drinking, womanising, etc. Sri Ramakrishna out of pity, love
and compassion for Girish Chandra realised that the ripe time had
come for his reformation. While the Master was in a state of trance
Girish thought that he must have taken a very powerful and
intoxicating drink to be in that state. Girish unhesitatingly questioned
him about the same. Sri Ramakrishna with a smile replied that he
would certainly give him that drink of divine intoxication. Girish
assured the Guru that he would implicitly obey his instructions. Sri
Ramakrishna, showering his infinite grace and love on him, gave
him the initiation. By scrupulously following the Master’s instructions
with unflinching faith, Girish was transformed totally and gave up all
his material and passionate desires. Driving out all his drawbacks,
the True Master moulded him as a pure pearl of wisdom. There are
a number of instances like this....

Lord Babuji concluded his discourse saying that the priceless
alchemy of Gurutatwa could transform any devotee into a pure pearl
of wisdom, if he served the Guru with utmost faith, following his
instructions scrupulously.*

What is the form of the sweetness that is latent in the
sugarcane? It has no form. It can only be experienced but not
explained. Similarly, a seeker experiences in Nirguna form of
the Lord through Saguna worship and attains the state of Sahaja
Samadhi which is beyond Saguna and Nirguna. Such a per-
son is a mahatma. He is one with God. The Lord conveys His
messages through such Paramahamsas. But it is very difficult
to recognise them from the multitude of humanity. They can be
discerned only by another jnani.                         - Sri Babuji
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A DIVINE BIOGRAPHY - XVI

The family from Tuni that was, and still is closely associated
with Sri Babu is that of Dasaris. Dasari Brahmayya garu had four
sons Sundaram garu, Veerraju garu, Venkanna Babu garu, Devallu
garu. The youngest of them, Devallu garu wrote about Sri Babu
that Sri Babu himself told him about his association with the residents
of Tuni since 1936. Uppala Venkata Ramana garu used to be an
auditor in the court of the ruler of Tuni and Sri Babu would visit his
house and perform puja keeping his puja box there. Sri Babu used
to be called “Guruvugaru (Guruji)”. But Devallu garu himself was
introduced to Sri Babu in 1942.

Mamidi Venkata Ramana garu first brought Sri Babu to
Tuni from Uppada to solve his family problems. Dasari Sundaram
garu’s wife Kamaraju garu, who was a devotee, heard about Sri
Babu and had his darshan when she attended a puja in Uppala
Venkata Ramana garu’s house. Her husband Sundarm garu was
always concerned about his business and earnings and never cared
about spiritual things. After his wife’s persuasion about Sri Babu
and convincing him that he would see profits in business if he met
Sri Babu, he finally visited Sri Babu who asked “Sundaram garu!
Did your wife bring you here aftera a lot of pestering? Alas! You
came here leaving all your business? What will happen to your
business if you waste time visiting mahatmas? What do you say?”
Sundaram garu got scared. He thought, “He is revealing my inner
thoughts and the happenings at home. He should be a mahatma.”
He started showing faith since. There were many people from Tuni
who were associated with Sri Babu including, Chekka Venkata
Shetty garu, Panchayat President Kakkarala Satyam garu,
Bondada Nookaraju garu, Devata China Kanakayya garu, Grandhi

-Vijayeswarananda Prasad
(Translation of Telugu original by Paluri
Kali Prasad)

TUNI
(Continued from the previous issue)
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.
Bucchi Raju garu. Devallu garu said Sri Babu would spend six
months every year in Tuni and six months in Papi Kondalu those
days. He and Sri Babu used to visit the sand dunes on the banks of
the river Tandava in Tuni. They used to play the game of hiding a
stick in sand and asking the other to find it. Sri Babu would make
Devallu garu’s stick disappear. Sri Babu would do many magic
tricks to entertain kids.

During the Second World War, the government evicted
many houses in Tuni for laying a railway track. At that time Sri
Babu stayed in Sundaram garu’s house and instructed the rest of
the Dasari family to move to a different village. Those days Sri
Babu gave his address as “C/O Anna Koti Lingam garu, Sri Kali
Trunk Factory, Guntur”. Second World War happened from 1939
to 1945. That means in the same period when Sri Babu was visiting
Anna Koti Lingam garu in Guntur, he also visited Tuni.

The first contacts of Sri Babu in Tuni were discussed here.
The details about Sri Babu’s association with the devotees from
Tuni will be discussed in a future chapter.

SRI BABU WITH SRI PARASURAMAYYA GARU

Bahoonam janmanamante| jnanavan maam prapadyate|
Vasudeva ssarvamiti| samahatma sudurlabhah||

(Bhagavad Gita 7-19)
Teshaam jnanee nitya yuktah| Eka bhaktir vishishyate|
Priyohi jnaninotyartham| aham sa cha mama priyah|| (7-17)
Jnaneetvatmaiva me matam| (7-18)

“After many births a person attains knowledge, recognizes Me
and dedicates himself to Me. Such a mahatma is hard to find. He
anchors his mind to Me and serves with undivided devotion. He
alone is dear to Me and I alone am dear to him. Why this much
explanation? I am him and he is Me.”

These are the words of Lord Sri Krishna explaining his oneness
with a person experiencing self-knowledge.

Sri Kandarpa Parasu Ramayya garu was such a mahatma, who
recognized Sri Babu as the Almighty, got recognized by Sri Babu
as one experiencing self-knowledge, associated with Sri Babu with
unique closeness and finally attained oneness with Sri Gurudev.
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Sri Parasu Ramayya garu belonged to a great spiritual family.
His father Sri Kandarpa Sriramulu garu was a famous treasure of
Advaita principles in Bandar (Machilipatnam) at the turn of the 19th

and 20th centuries. He belonged to the pure Advaita branch of Adi
Sankaracharya. Many scholars were resident followers to him. And
Parasu Ramayya garu followed in his footsteps and led a humble
life as a practical Vedantin. He retired as a police office manager.
While in office, he used to carry his bags on his own, refusing the
constables’ offer to assist. He was such a great mahatma that when
a thief was robbing his house, he kept quiet knowingly and called
him the next day and donated more money and clothes after
suggesting, “Lad! Why were you trying so hard to search my home
in the darkness? I could have given you whatever you wanted if
asked. It’s okay. Wear these clothes. Have this money. Just ask me
if you need anything. Don’t tell anybody about last night’s happening.
They will thrash you. Just keep quiet.”

Parasu Ramayya garu had two sons and two daughters. The
elder son Srirama didn’t show much interest in spirituality. The
younger son was very wise and devoted to god. Unfortunately he
passed away suddenly one night when he was just twelve. In order
not to disturb the neighbours, Parasu Ramayya garu controlled the
family members from crying out loud and performed the burial on
his own. He was such a Sthita-Prajna. His wife Sri Chukkamma
garu used to feel happy thinking that their second son came back to
them in the form of Sri Babu.

After retiring from the police duty, he lived in Yanamadurru doing
agriculture and being respected by the whole village as ‘God’ and
‘Mahatma, equivalent in stature to Gandhi’. His daily routine was
to come home for meals and spend the rest of the day in the hut
nearby called ‘Gangaraju paka’, constantly contemplating on the
Self. Parasu Ramayya garu worshipped Lord Rama in a child form
for 12 years. On the concluding day of the twelfth year he had a
vision of Sri Rama telling him “I am going to grant my darshan to
you tomorrow.”

The next day Sri Babu came to Yanamadurru for the first time. He
granted darshan to the villagers at the house of Mekala Surya Rao
garu. His lunch was arranged at Parasu Ramayya garu’s house. (Please
see the “Yanamadurru” section in the chapter “First Contacts”).
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That day Parasu Ramayya garu went to Vijayawada to draw
pension. His wife Chukkamma garu was alone at home. She
welcomed Sri Babu. As Sri Babu entered the home, he saw Parasu
Ramayya garu’s photo on the wall. Gazing at the picture Sri Babu
said, “He is a Jivanmukta1 and doesn’t have any more births.” Then
he saw a photo next to it, of their grandson Ramana Babu and said,
“He would contract a very dangerous illness when he completes his
education. But he would recover from it and complete his higher
studies and gets a big job.”
(Ramana Babu was born in 1941. So, Sri Babu should have first
visited Yanamadurru in 1941-42.)

When Chukkamma garu said, “Please have a seat Babu! Where
from did you come? What is your name?” Sri Babu replied, “Mother!
Please don’t ask me about my background. I am living in the lap of
the benevolent Universal Mother Sri Kali Matha, drinking the divine
milk of knowledge she is feeding me. Please call me ‘Babu’ as you
just did. Otherwise call me ‘Prasad Babu’. I had to stop here while
travelling this way. I couldn’t avoid troubling you.” Sri Chukkamma
garu replied, “What trouble Babu? The elders said ‘Abhyagatah
svayam Vishnu’1. You can stay here as long as you like without any
hesitation.”

She gave water to Sri Babu for washing his hands and feet. As
she was wonderting whether to serve meals to him in the kitchen or
the courtyard, Sri Babu said, “Mother! Please serve me meals here
in the yard.” Chukkamma garu asked, “Who are you?” (Meaning
which caste do you belong to?) He replied, “I am touring the whole
country in search of that. If we know who is ‘I’ we both don’t have
any doubts like this any more.” With this answer she could recognize
that he is a mahatma, but could not get over her orthodoxy and still
served his meals in the yard. After finishing lunch Sri Babu threw
away his banana leaf (used as a dinner plate) on his own. When Sri
Babu said ‘I will clean the place’ Chukkamma garu sprinkled water
mixed with cow dung. Sri Babu cleaned the place where he ate.

Later too, for some period she made Sri Babu clean the place
where he ate. Her sister Kandarpa Subbamma garu (Sri Babu used
to call her ‘Pinni’, meaning mother’s younger sister) too was one
among the many ladies that made Sri Babu clean his eating place.
Sri Parasu Ramayya garu made them stop this practice by scolding
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them. After the Ashram was established, Sri Babu used to make
‘Pinni’ stand in the assemblage and ask “What Pinni? Isn’t it true?”
and she used to reply slapping her cheeks, “It’s true Babu, that I
committed that great sin.”

As said earlier, many other ladies in other places too made Sri
Babu clean the place he ate for a long period afterwards.

Sri Parasu Ramayya garu came back soon after Sri Babu finished
his lunch. As soon as he saw Sri Babu he recognized him to be his
personal deity, the child form of Sri Rama. He embraced Sri Babu
tightly and immersed in happiness as if meeting a long-lost kin. Calling
him “Rama! Rama!” he bathed Sri Babu in his tears of joy.

Thus Parasu Ramayya garu met Sri Babu for the first time in
this life. Who knows for how many births their association was
continuing? But, it is a bond that rids one of all the bondages and
grants salvation.

That night Sri Babu took leave from Sri Parasu Ramayya garu
and went back to Mekala Surya Rao garu’s house. He used to
stay, bathe, worship and sleep daily in Surya Rao garu’s house. For
meals alone he used to come to Sri Parasu Ramayya garu’s home.
Whenever he went out of town, he used to take the puja idols
along.

Sri Babu used to bathe very early and sit for puja in Surya Rao
garu’s house. He allowed none into the puja room. He used to
make all the garlands needed for the decoration on his own.
Manikyam garu’s daughter Padmavati (Pandu Dora garu’s wife)
used to make all other arrangements for the puja. The couple still
worships Sri Babu as their God.

Many people would gather before the puja begins and put
questions to Sri Babu. They used to call him ‘Siddhanti garu’ or
‘Sadhuvu garu’. Sri Babu used to come out after puja and distribute
Teertha and Prasada to everybody. Then, everyone would narrate
their problems to Sri Babu. He would listen patiently with compassion
and provide solutions to each of their problems. He used to instruct
them to perform some Vrata, Puja or Deeksha. He would also give
medicines to any kind of disease. All the stubborn illnesses that no
doctor could cure would disappear with his medicines and Teertha.
And Sri Babu used to cure all tantric and demoniac problems that
no great wizard could cure. But he would attribute all this to the
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Divine Mother and call himself a postman who was serving Her by
delivering Her medicines and solutions to them. That humility helped
increase the people’s faith and affection towards him manifold.

Parasu Ramayya garu started treating Sri Babu as God since
the moment he realized that he is the Bala Rama. But because of his
age, he used to call him “Babu” with affection. Sri Babu, too, who
was separated from his parents in early childhood, treated and
addressed Sri Parasu Ramayya garu as father, recognizing that he
was a Jnani as good as the king Janaka. Their close association
was otherworldly, spiritual and unique. Sri Babu, whom nobody
could ever comprehend, got along very closely with Sri Parasu
Ramayya garu, without any reservations. Sri Parasu Ramayya garu
used to personally supervise the arrangements for Sri Babu’s bath
and meals. He would feed Sri Babu sitting next to him.

Recognizing that Sri Babu alone could expand his treasure of
knowledge manifold and make it infinite, Sri Parasu Ramayya garu
used to call him ‘Jnana Putra’ (Heir to my Knowledge). As the
family members of Sri Parasu Ramayya garu kept being influenced
by his fatherly love towards Sri Babu and the reciprocal affection
shown by Sri Babu, they overcame the petty differences of caste
and creed.

It is not possible even for the ultimate knowledgeable persons
(Jnanis) to explain the Vedanta conversations that used to happen
between Sri Babu and Parasu Ramayya garu. The discussions used
to cross the boundaries of place and time, just like them. They
both, individually, have the habit of contemplating on the Self, and
remain entrenched in the eternal bliss, not only forgetting the world
but also experiencing its non-existence to the full extent, no matter
what the place or time. You can imagine how it went when they
both met for the spiritual discussion.

Here is an example: Sri Parasu Ramayya garu had the habit of
having his lunch and dinner very early. But when Sri Babu was
present, they both would sit together for the meal. Even though Sri
Parasu Ramayya garu was a limited eater, he used to serve to Sri
Babu repeatedly. He would try to make Sri Babu eat more by
saying, “Babu! Have some more curry. Mix that dal with rice and
have some more ghee!” There were days when Sri Babu lived on
just one fistful a day during his practice period. He was a very
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limited eater. So, in order to divert Parasu Ramayya garu he would
start a Vedanta discussion by saying, “Father! See, this mango in
the dal is so sour, as it is unripe! But as it ripens its colour, taste and
scent all turn so sweet and attractive and it turns into gold making
people long for it! What a change! A man too is like a sour unripe
mango when he is young and full of ego and attachment (to one’s
possessions). The same person, when matures through practice and
ripens spiritually, the ego and attachment (sourness and rawness)
transform into devotion and detachment (sweetness and golden/
saffron colour). He becomes dear to one and all. And he can satiate
the hunger of ignorance in everybody by sharing the sweet juice of
his knowledge.”

The delighted Parasu Ramayya garu would continue, “What an
explanation Babu! It’s so nice. Did you notice another point here?
When you try to pluck a raw mango it doesn’t detach so easily. It
clings to the tree very strongly. If you pluck it forcefully, it oozes
sap as if it is crying. It doesn’t ripen properly with artificial effort. It
just dries out. But if you leave the fruit on the tree, it ripens by the
effect of air and sunlight.

Same way, when a person strongly attached to the material
world tries to forcefully detach himself, the effort doesn’t fructify.
But a person who practises the Lakshyartha granted by the guru,
still continuing in the material world, and performing his duties with
diligence and slowly attaining the mental detachment attains self-
realization with his devotion and detachment like a ripe fruit on the
tree. Once a fruit ripens, it doesn’t have any attachment with the
tree, even though it is still connected to it. It falls off with just the
touch of a finger or a mild breeze. Our maharishis demonstrated
practically that one can attain liberation still being in samsara and
performing his family duties, and became role models for all of us.”

As the discussion continued the dal rice with ghee would remain
in the plate and the fistful of rice would remain in the palm. The
pickled chillie that Chukkamma garu brought as a side dish to the
dal rice would remain in her hand. After listening as much as she
could, she would slip into a nap leaning on the door. The nap would
turn into a deep sleep and she would lay with her head on the doorsill.
And the day would pass through.

   - to be continued
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Down Memory Lane
THOU ART THAT  Sushumna Prasada
(Continued from the previous issue)

To bring home the root cause of this, Aruni gave him another
example. He told Swetaketu:  “We have costly metals like gold and
silver. But we do not keep these metals in their original shape. Gold
is transformed by goldsmiths into different types of ornaments like
chains, necklaces, bangles, ear-rings, nose-rings, girdles, ornaments
for the arms, etc. Similarly silver is turned into different shapes like
plates, tumblers, vessels, etc. Silver is also moulded into the shape
of gods to be worshipped. But silver is the root cause or basis.
Hence we find that it is only human beings with their creative talents
bring changes and transform them into different models. Basically
gold and silver are the root cause and assume different shapes and
names depending on the occasion. But these different shapes of
ornaments cannot be made without the basic material, gold or silver.
Likewise, the multiplicity of this universe has no independent
existence. It is based on ‘Sat’ or ‘Brahman’.”

Then Swetaketu questioned “O my father! By what you have
spoken, I understand the basic Truth like this. ‘Anoraniyam mahato
mahiyam’.(It is the slightest of the slightest and the greatest of the
greatest). This Basic ‘Sat or Brahma’ which is invisible assumes
numerous shapes like sky, earth, peaks of mountains, trees, forests,
seas, rivers, etc. In your language, the result of action is visible. But
the root cause cannot se be seen. The multiplicity of shapes that are
seen are bound to change. But the basis (root cause) which is invisible
is changeless. That is ‘Tatvamasi’ which means ‘Thou art that’.
Hence I request you to enlighten me on this topic clearly”.

Aruni felt very happy to see the genuine interest of his son
coupled with intelligence and deep interest. He started explaining in
a detailed manner. Then he asked his son to take a small fruit from
the huge banyan tree and cut that fruit. Swetaketu scrupulously
followed the instructions of his father who asked him about the
contents of the fruit. He replied that there were tiny seeds in it. Then
he was asked to take one seed and break it. Swetaketu following
the instructions of his father broke the seed. Aruni then asked his
son whether he could see anything in it. Swetaketu replied that nothing
was visible. Then Aruni explained that the banyan tree sprouted up
from the invisible creative seed in it. “Similarly from the invisible
Atman, which is slighter than atom, this universe with innumerable
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and multiple shapes come into existence. So this vast entire universe
which is visible is based on ‘Atman-Sat’ only.” Then Swetaketu
questioned his father “This ‘Sat’ which is slightest of the slightest
may not be seen. But I cannot understand how it could be
omnipresent. How it is spread everywhere?”

Thereupon, Arani bade his son to bring a small vessel filled
with water and asked him to sprinkle salt in it. He asked his son to
bring that vessel to him, the next morning when he would give the
suitable reply. As it was already late in the night, Swetaketu took
rest for the night. Next morning, Swethakethu after completing the
morning duties brought the vessel before his father.

Then Aruni asked his son to give him the salt which he had
mixed in the water. Swetaketu tried his level best to pick up the
specks of salt from the water. However much he tried, it was only
the water to be seen, but not the salt. Then he asked his son to take
water from the depth of the vessel and drink the water; he found it
salty. Then he asked him to pick up the water from the surface. He
picked up the water and drank it. Swetaketu found it also salty.

Then Aruni addressed his son: “See Swethakethu, the specks
of salt which you mixed in the water are not to be seen. The salt
which you personally mixed in the water cannot be seen nor can it
be caught by your hand. But you cannot say that there is no salt in
it. Because, the entire water is salty. Hence you have to admit that
the salt is all pervasive because the entire water tastes salty. Just as
the salt is all pervasive in the water, ‘Sat or Brahman or Atma’ is all
pervasive in the entire Nature and universe you see, that it is just the
reflection of Paramatma who is invisible. So Swetaketu, you are
none but the slightest and tiniest Atma which is spread everywhere.
Hence you are that ‘Sat or Atma’ and nothing else. That is
‘Tatwamasi’.

Swetakethu now learnt that there is nothing but Paramatama.
He became the fittest person (Paripurna) who realised that ‘Sat’ is
the root cause of all pervasive and ‘I am Sat only’. Thus he learnt
and experienced the Truth and Wisdom of the ‘Mahavakya’,
‘Tatvamasi’. Thus ultimately Swetakethu, by total mental absorption
and attention, became totally blissful, experiencing the Truth of
Brahma Tatvam (Thou art that).

In one of His discourses, Lord Babuji narrated this story of
Swetaketu getting enlightened and concluded his exhortation on
‘Tatwamasi’, and mentioned that it was a story taken from
‘Chandokya Upanishad’.*
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BHAJA GOVINDAM!
VERSE 27 Ramana Prasad

APPEAL TO THE SUBSCRIBERS

Geyam gitaa naama sahasram
Dhyeyam Sripati ruupamajaasram,
Neyam sajjana sange chittam
Deyam diinajannaya cha vittam !!

Here are four dos for the sadhaka.
Study regularly the ‘Bhagavadgita’.
Meditate and chant Lord Vishnu
Sahasram (thousand names of Lord)
Always be in the company of holy
people.
Donate your wealth to the needy and
poor.

The elite readers and subscribers are hereby informed that
in the recent times the cost of paper and printing cost have been
increased abnormally. It is beyond the limit of the management to
continue the price of our popular spiritual magazine       @ Rs.5/-
per copy, which was fixed 17 years back. Hence, it was decided
to raise the price of our magazine as follows with effect from Janu-
ary 2023. So, all are requested to continue your patronage to the
magazine.
Each copy : Rs.10/-
Yearly       : Rs.40/-
5 Years     : Rs.200/-

-Manager
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Japamala Prasada

Divine Mother Speaks
WHAT SHOULD WE HOARD?

“What have I achieved so far in my life? What am I doing?
What else should I achieve?” – these are the questions each one of
us has to ask our own selves.

Nobody knows how long they are going
to live. That secret is known only to the
Almighty who has created us. We must live
with full knowledge, we must know the power
source that is responsible for our existence.
What is that power that is sustaining our lives?

This human birth is a great gift given by
God to us. In the whole of the universe ‘man’
is the only being endowed with intellect. It is
the intellect (Buddhi) which differentiates man
from all other animals. Otherwise, man and
animals are the same with regard to food, sleep
fear and procreation – eat food when hungry; sleep when you feel
tired; give in to fear; have pleasure when you feel the urge and
procreate.

But, the main difference between man and animal is the presence
of an extra sense called intellect which has the ability to discriminate
between right and wrong; real and unreal; good and bad;
permanence and impermanence; Atman and non-Atman. We can
benefit immensely by making use of this discriminating capacity.
We can use the intellect to our advantage in our spiritual progress.
Any spiritual seeker if he wants to progress, he has to do
“Shravanam” (listening to the divine words); “Mananam” which
means recapitulating and contemplating over what he has heard
from the Gurudev!; and “Nididhyasa” which means putting into
practice what he has heard from the Guru and gaining self-
experience. Therefore, divinity within us can be experienced to a
certain extent with the help of intellect. That is why Lord Krishna
says in the ‘Bhagawadgita’: “Buddhi grahyam ateendriyam”. The
supreme Atman or Self which is beyond all senses could be grasped
by the intellect to a certain extent. If man does not use his intellect
properly, he will be no better than an animal. As a matter of fact he
is branded worse than animal and called as “Two legged animal”.
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04-07-2019 - 07-07-2019Animals, not endowed with intellect, do not know how to hoard
things. But man, who is gifted with intellect, uses it to hoard all
worldly things like money, jewellery, properties, etc., not merely
sufficient for him and his family but also for generations to come. It
is not wrong to earn what is needed for his livelihood - for him and
his family - to lead a comfortable and worry-free life. But, thinking
that money, riches and all worldly things are everything in your life is
the biggest mistake. Man is spending his whole life in such frivolous
pursuits and forgetting that his life can come to an end any moment.

Man knows how to back up for his retirement. But does he
know what and how to back up when he retires from life? Will any
of the gold and riches he collected all his life help him in death? Are they
going to save him from the vicious cycle of repeated births and deaths?

So, what should we collect and hoard in this life to prevent us
from entering the eternal cycle of births and deaths? We should
gather and carefully store the enlightened words of Mahatmas or
realized souls. We must deposit “Guru Bodha” in the mind’s locker.
Our mind and heart should be filled with Guru’s teachings. It is not
enough if we keep it safely there. We must constantly remember,
recollect and contemplate upon it. This will help us to take the right
path in this world and protect us from all worldly distractions and
prevent us from falling into the abyss of worldly lures. Guru’s
teachings help us to face the ups and downs in life with equanimity,
and show us how to overcome those situations.

Therefore, keeping the company of the holy is an essential part of
a spiritual seeker’s life. Sri Adi Sankara Bhagawadpadacharya said

 “Satsangatve Nissangatvam
  Nissangatve Nirmohatvam
  Nirmohatve Nischalatatvam
  Nischalatatve Jeevanmuktihi.

Satsang or holy company leads to detachment from worldly
things. This detachment leads to freedom from delusion which in
turns leads the turbulent mind to stillness. The still mind experiences
the bliss and thus helps us to attain bliss while we are still alive
(Jeevanmukti).

So, know what to collect and hoard in your life. Seek the
company of the holy; listen to their guidelines; lock them up in your
heart and mind and benefit. May Gurudev bless us all with infinite
knowledge, detachment devotion and bliss.*
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CURRENT PROGRAMMESCURRENT PROGRAMMESCURRENT PROGRAMMESCURRENT PROGRAMMESCURRENT PROGRAMMES
IMPORTANT PUJAS AND SATSANGSIMPORTANT PUJAS AND SATSANGSIMPORTANT PUJAS AND SATSANGSIMPORTANT PUJAS AND SATSANGSIMPORTANT PUJAS AND SATSANGS

AT SRI KALI GARDENSAT SRI KALI GARDENSAT SRI KALI GARDENSAT SRI KALI GARDENSAT SRI KALI GARDENS

October 2022

02 Sun - Mula Nakshatram - Saraswathi Puja
03 Mon - Durgashtami
04 Tue - Maharnavami - Samuhika Kum Kum Pujas
05 Wed - Vijaya Dasami - Samuhika Kum Kum Pujas,
               Aksharabhyasams, Annaprasanas, Namakaranams
06 Thu - Ekadasi - Ekaham, Deeksha Viramana,

        Sri Sadguru Pada Puja
09 Sun - Aswiyuja Purnima - Birth Day Mahotsavam of Sri Mataji,
              Sri Sadguru Pada Puja, Bhakta Samaradhana
20 Thu - Sri Guru Dasami - Satsangam, Sri Sadguru Pada Puja
23 Sun - Masa Sivaratri
24 Mon - Naraka Chaturdasi - Satsangam, Sri Sadguru Pada Puja,
               Bhakta Samaradhana
25 Tue - Deepavali Amavasya - Satsangam, Sri Sadguru Pada Puja,
              Bhakta Samaradhana,

        Solar Eclipse from 05.02 P.M. to 06.27. P.M.
26 Wed - Kartika Suddha Padyami - Starting of Kartika Deepam
27 Thu - 04 Nov, Fri - Ekadasa Rudrabhishekams to

         Sri Ramalingeswara Swami with Nava Rasas,
               Laksha Bilwarchana
29 Sat - Nagula Chavithi

November 2022

04 Fri - Chiluku Ekadasi - Ekaham,Sri Sadguru Pada Puja,
Samuhika Sri Satyanarayana Swamy Vratams,
Bhakta Samaradhana

05 Sat - Ksheerabdi Dwadasi - Sri Sadguru Pada Puja,
Bhakta Samaradhana

07 Mon  - Jwalathoranam - Nagarotsavam of Sri Ramalingeswara
    Swamy
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08 Tue - Kartika Purnima - Guru Purnima, Satsangam, Sri Sadguru
                Pada Puja, Bhakta Samaradhana,
                Lunar Eclipse from 02.39 P.M. to 06.19 P.M.
11Fri to 21 Mon - Sri Sadguru Devula 34th Punya Aaradhana
                Mahotsavams, Golden Jubilee celebrations of Sri Kali
             Gardens Ashramam
11 Fri - Kartika Bahula Tadiya - Aaradhana: Deeksha Sweekaranam
            by Sri Mataji
18 Fri - Sri Guru Dasami - Sri Sadguru Pada Puja, Deepotsavam,
              Sri Sadguru Aaradhana
19 Sat - Mahabhishekam to Sri Sadguru Devulu, Sri Sadguru Pada
                Puja, Homam by devotees who are in Sadguru Deeksha
21 Mon - Homam Purnahuthi, Deeksha Viramana
22 Tue -  Masa Sivaratri
23 Wed - Amavasya
29 Tue - Margasira Suddha Shasti - Subrahmanya Shasti

December 2022

03 Sat - Swaswaroopa layam day of Sri Sadguru Murty -
Sri Sadguru Pada Puja, Bhakta Samaradhana

04 Sun - Margasira Suddha Ekadasi - Gita Jayanthi, Chanting of
                 Srimad Bhagawadgita, Sri Sadguru Pada Puja
07 Wed - Margasira Purnima - Datta Jayanti, Sri Sadguru Pada
               Puja
17 Sat - Starting of Dhanurmasam - Tiruppavai, Rushula Kathalu,
               Bhagavata Pravachanam
18 Sun - Sri Guru Dasami - Satsangam, Sri Sadguru Pada Puja
22 Thu - Masa Sivaratri
23 Fri - Amavasya
25 Sun - Christmas - Satsangam, Sri Sadguru Pada Puja

January 2023

01 Sun - English New Year Day - Satsangam, Sadguru Pada Puja,
  Bhakta Samaradhana

02 Mon - Mukkoti Ekadasi - Uttara Dwara Darsanam, Satsangam,
                Sri Sadguru Pada Puja, Bhakta Samaradhana
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06 Fri - Pushya Purnima - Sri Sadguru Pada Puja
12 Thu - Pushya Bahula Panchami - Aaradhana of Sri Tyagaraja
             Swamy
14 Sat - Bhogi - Starting of Uttarayana Punya Kalam, Satsangam,
               Sri Sadguru Pada Puja, Bhakta Samaradhana, Puja to
               Babuji with Bhogipallu,
15 Sun - Sankranti - Satsangam, Sri Sadguru Pada Puja,
               Bhakta Samaradhana
16 Mon- Kanuma
17 Tue - Sri Guru Dasami - Satsangam, Sri Sadguru Pada Puja
20 Fri - Masa Sivaratri
21 Sat - Amavasya
26 Thu - Magha Suddha Panchami - Vasanta Panchami,
              Sri Saraswati Puja
28 Sat - Magha Suddha Saptami - Radha Saptami

Sri Babuji worshipping at Srisailam Temple
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TACT NEEDED TO TACKLE ANY PROBLEM
My dear Chiranjeevulara:

Sadguru Maharaj would often tell His disciples that mere
intelligence will not be sufficient to tackle an adverse situation; it
requires tact also. To drive home this point, let me narrate a tale I
had heard in my school days.
 *                                             *                                                   *

Once there was a rich island nation which had no hereditary
king. The practice in that island was anybody could become the
king for five years after which he would be transported to the nearby
island which was inhabited only by wild animals. That means he
would be condemned to death. For the sake of royal comforts at
least for five years, many would agree to be the king, only to be
thrown amidst the wildlife at the end of the term.

Agreeing to the condition, a man chose to be the king of
that island. At the end of five years, he was sent in a boat to the
fateful island. Unlike other kings, who would cry over their fate, this
man was different. He was cheerful all along and demanded that
having been a king for five years, he should be provided with a
luxurious and well decorated boat.

The boatman, who had ferried several kings like this person
to that island, was wondering how he could be so cheerful when
death was impending. “How is it, sir, you keep smiling when you
are nearing your grave?” asked the boatman.

The latest king replied: “Who says I am going to die in that
island? I will be its king from now on.”

To the puzzled boatman, he explained thus: “In the first year
of my tenure, I got all the wild animals and poisonous snakes in the
island destroyed. During the second year, I partially deforested the
island and removed the shrubs. In the third year, I got the place
levelled with roads. In the last two years, I built my palace and a
row of houses for my ministers, other servants and common people.
Along with my family members, they would all join me soon. Would
you like to be my royal boatman?”
 *                                                *                                                  *
Children, hope you liked the story. Unlike others, this king was
clever enough to ward off a negative fate. Tact with intelligence
would certainly yield a rich dividend.
Yours affectionately,
Maathula*
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Babuji's Fables
GIFT OF MONKEY

---Retold by Dr. Swarnamukhi Prasada

Sri Adi Sankara Bhagawadpadacharya Swami prayed to Lord
Shiva in Kashi (Varanasi) thus:

Oh! Lord Shiva, I have a very clever, cunning and funny monkey
which knows infinite number of tricks. It gives me a very hard time
and I am unable to control it. So, please accept this monkey which
is my mind as a gift from me, and grant me peace. If you accept this
gift, it will be very useful to You. When you go for begging alms
(Bhiksha) you can take this monkey (gift) of mine. As it knows
many tricks it can keep entertaining everybody and attract people
to give you alms. This monkey (my mind) can only be controlled by
You. I am unable to control it. It keeps jumping from one branch of
desires to another branch of worldly attractions. Therefore, Oh!
Lord! I am not able to do my spiritual practices due to this wily
mind of mine. Please accept this gift of mine and grant me peace.

Immediately, Lord Shiva, who was greatly pleased by this
offering, accepted it with a smile. He not only took that gift of Sri
Adi Sankara but also made him the Jagaguru.

Moral: Our mind is like a monkey, always jumping on the branches
of worldly attractions and desires. We cannot bring it under control
by ourselves. If we offer it whole heartedly to God Almighty (Guru)
and take refuge in Him, He will accept it and help us to control it.

         Dhruva, the son of King Uttanapada, performed severe
penance with the grace of Lord Vishnu. The intensity of
Dhruva's tapas and austerities moved the Lord and He gave
darshan to the child and touched hi m with His merciful hand.The
touch gave Dhruva divine vision and wisdom and he could
realise that his original desire of sitting on his father's lap was
too trivial and silly when compared with the sight and worship
of the Lord which could grant Mukti. ---Sri Babuji
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C.V. Ramana Babu
(Translation of Telugu original by Jagannadha Prasad)

Glorious Devotees
TRILINGA SWAMI -II

 Trilingadhara went to Varanasi in 1737. In the ghats there,
he would perform yoga for very long periods
by floating on the water. He would wear big
‘Rudraksha’ garlands and move naked in
Kasi. There, he saw a deaf and leprosy
patient Brahma Sinha of Ajmer. The Swami
advised him to bathe in ‘Lolarka’ water. Sinha
followed it. His disease disappeared and he
could hear like a normal person. In Veda
Vyasa ashramam, Sitanadha
Bandhopadhyaya, suffering from TB for a
long time, met the Swami and took his blessings. His TB vanished.
A woman from Maharashtra was staying in Hanuman ghat, serving
her sick husband. He was suffering with ulcer in intestine. She saw
the naked swami, hated him and scolded, “You naked fellow, you
should stay in forests instead of moving among people. Moreover,
why should you come in front of ladies?” Lord Viswanadha
appeared in her dream and told that her husband will be normal
only with the blessings of Trilingadhara. She met the Swami, begged
pardon and requested him to save her husband. He gave some
‘Vibhuthi’. After consuming it, he was completely relieved of ulcer.

Siva Prasad, a resident of Rampur, was staying in
Dasaswamedha ghat with his paralysed son. Trilingadhara saw him
and treated him by ‘Kaya Kalpa’ way of treatment, using his bare
hands. The boy became normal. Many people would come to see
him and seek blessings. He was popularly called ‘Trilinga Swami’.

In 1800, He shifted His dwelling to ‘Bindu Madhava’
ashramam in ‘Pancha Ganga’ ghat. From then onwards, He was
completely reticent. So, he was called ‘Mouna Baba’. Amba Devi,
a lady from Maharashtra, would cook for Him and her both sons
would serve him. In 1810, one day, the king of Ujjayani was enjoying
boat-riding in Manikarnika ghat. At that time, Trilinga Swami was
floating on the water in ‘Padmasana’ posture, as part of ‘yoga’.

(Continued from the previous issue)
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The king was informed of Swami’s various glories. The king invited
the Swami into his boat. When the Swami was staring at the king’s
sword, embedded with gems, the king gave it to him. While
observing it, the sword slipped into the water. The angered king
abused Swami who dipped his hand in the water and took out two
similar swords. The king coud not identify his original sword. The
Swami commented, “When you can’t identify your sword, how
can you identify your people?” The king begged pardon. Trilinga
Swami blessed him, jumped into the water and disappeared.

Some Britishers objected to his naked movement and
complained to the magistrate. He was arrested and produced in the
court. The sub-magistrate and some pleaders who knew about the
Swami detailed the Swami’s miracles to the magistrate. The
magistrate questioned, “Will you eat meat?” The Swamyi in turn,
gestured, “Yes. I can eat meat. But, can you eat what I eat?” He
immediately discharged his faeces into his hands and gulped it. The
magistrate was held spell-bound. A sweet fragrance emanated from
the faeces and it spread all over the court hall. The magistrate
prostrated at the Swami’s feet and ordered that none should object
to the naked movement of the Swami.

In 1868, Sri Ramakrishna Paramahamsa went to Kasi along
with his nephew Hrudayanadh. He met Trilinga Swam who received
Sri Ramakrishna with all love and gifted a snuff box to the
Paramahamsa. Ramakrishna told His nephew that Trilinga
Swamyiwas ‘Sachala Viswanadha’ (Walking Viswanadha). On
another occasion, Ramakrishna Paramahamsa brought huge quantity
of milk-porridge and fed it to the Swami with his own hands. To the
question of Ramakrishna whether ‘Eswara’ was single or many,
Trilinga Swami indicated that, “during abstract meditation Eswara
was single, but in common usage, He was many.” Though
Ramakrishna Paramahamsa was against exhibiting miracles and
wonders, He respected and loved Trilinga Swami. With this, the
people understood that there was something more greatness in Him,
over and above the visible glories.

In 1874, Vidyananda Swami, staying in Raja ghat, Varanasi,
went to see Trilinga Swami who hugged Vidyananda with respect.
Soon, both disappeared. After some time, Trilinga Swami appeared
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alone. He expressed that he dropped Vidyananda Swami in Raja
ghat, gave ‘darshan’ to the devotees there and returned.

In 1881, Trilinga Swami indicated to a disciple Umacharan
Chattopadhyaya about the end of his life six years later. After six
years, one day he moved about the entire Ganges, bathed for longer
hours and declared that he was about to shed his physical body.
With that declaration, Mangaldas, who served Trilinga Swami for
more than 32 years, wept uncontrollably and requested the Swami
to give some time so as to allow them to prepare his idol for future
worship. Swami agreed and gave one month’s time. The idol was
ready in about 20 days. He arranged an underground shelter in
‘Pancha Ganga’ ghat. Before going into the shelter, he ordered his
disciples to close it and not to open it until he himself tapped on the
door. After ten days, He came out and expressed good-bye and
delivered a silent message. He received ‘Harathi’ from the disciples.
On 26.12.1887, Monday, ‘Ekadasi’ (‘Pushyami’ month of ‘Sarvajit’
year) Trilanga Swami shed his mortal coils. As per Hhs orders, his
body was kept in a wooden box, locked, moved from ‘Asi’ ghat to
‘Varuna’ ghat and immersed at the designated spot of the Ganges.
Huge sea of devotees witnessed this and offered their respects.
Thus, He lived for a long 280 years. Then onwards, the people
started worshipping his idol.

He was also known as ‘Kumbhaka Yogi’. His book in
Sanskrit ‘Maha Vakya Ratnavali’ was very popular in Bengal.*
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GEMS FROM ASHTAVAKRA GITA -II
C.V.Ramana Babu(Continued from the previous issue)

First of all, let us take the fourth verse of 15th Chapter
“Tatwopadesa vimsitikam” for discussion.  This sloka is the central
point around which the Ashtavakra’s teachings revolve around.  In
fact, you take any sloka in the book, it states that you are not the
body nor are you the Karta or Bhokta because deham is Jada
(inert).  The Chaitanyam in you is making your senses, body and
mind to act. You are the “Chaitanya swarupa.”
Let us go to the sloka :
 Na twam deho na te deho bhokta karta na cha bhawaan !
Chidrupo api sada sakshi nirapekshaha  sukham chara !!15/4

The Jiva is Asanga, meaning he is not attached in all the
activities of body, mind and senses, because he is the consciousness
(Atman). Therefore you are neither Karta (subject) nor Bhokta
(enjoyer). You are Chidrupa (Atma rupa). You are witness to all the
activities of senses.  Here is an example to clarify this: Imagine a
stage in the theatre hall. The light on the stage gives light equally to
the hall, stage and all those present on the stage: actors, dancers,
etc., without any distinction. Our body is the theatre; ego is the chief
of operations; the dancer is your mind; the materialistic things are
the audience; the senses are accompaniments which play according
to the movements of the dancer. The Atma Chaitanya in you is the
Sakshi, the witness, like the light on the stage which gives light without
any entangling in the activities on the stage. “O Janaka! Know that
You are witness not the performer.”  “Now what should I do?”
asked the King. Ashtavakra said, “Sukham chara!” (Live  happily).
 Raga dwesho manodharmyo na manaste kadachana !
nirvikalpo api bodhatma nirvikara sukham chara !! 15/6

The sage continues to say, “Raga (attachment to something
either emotionally or intellectually) and Dwesha (aversion or dislike
to something either emotional or intellectual) are creation of the
mind (Mano dharmas). So, you are Atman not Mano dharrmas.
Know that Atman is unattached to sabda (word), sparsa (touch),
rupa (form), rasa (taste), gandha (smell) which you experience
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through your senses. Atman is Adimadhyantarahita (neither
beginning, nor middle nor end). He who knows Atman becomes
free from the birth-death cycle. Because of ego (Ahamkara) and
attachment (Mamakara) man thinks he is the doer. Get free from
this delusion. You are  Atma Swarupa. Know this and be happy!
Sukam chara!
Sri Babuji Maharaj says: “Man should therefore drive away all the
temptations of senses.  It is not easy to get rid of them without the
guidance of a Sadguru. Atman is eternal bliss. It is all pervading. It
is self-luminary and illumines everything.”

 Poet Pothanamatya says thus in Bhagavatam:
“Lokambulu lokesululokasthulu tegina tudi/ Allokambagu
penjikatikavvala  yevvan/ Dekakruti  velugunatinine sevintun!”
 Gajendra says, “I will renounce the Lokas (material worlds),
Lokasthulu (people living in these worlds) and Lokesulu (the rulers
of these worlds), then enter the realm of pitch darkness (penjikati)
of ignorance and beyond I will find effulgent ever-shining
Paramatman (God), and I will merge in Him.”  Once that Chaitanya
goes out of the body, all the senses, body and mind become
functionless. Then we say that person is dead. This can be explained
with an example: We know that sun is one. We have kept hundred
pots filled with water. When you look at those pots, you will see as
though hundred suns are shining in the pots, which is not true. Thus
the Atman present in all the entities in Paramatman Itself. If one
contemplates intellectually and knows this truth, he realises that he
is separate from the body and that he is pure consciousness. He
who realises Atman  becomes free from the wheel of samsara not
to be born again. This smooth transformation happens with the able
guidance of a competent spiritual Master (Sayta Guru).

  We will try to know more about consciousness or
Paramatman. Now please close your eyes and visualise an apple.
You will be able to visualise it. Then I ask to you to visualise a pot.
You will be able to do it .Now I say, ‘Visualise Atman’. You will not
be able to do so simply because it cannot be seen. You could visualise
apple, pot, etc., because either you have earlier seen it or you have
an idea of them. But you cannot realise Atman because it cannot be
seen. Then how to realise Atman? “Atmane Atmaneva vijanaati”
(Atman reveals by itself).
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Because of consciousness (Chaitnyam) the mind, body and
sense organs are functioning. The consciousness is known through
the functions of body, mind and sense organs. Current cannot be
seen in electric appliances, but when you switch them on, they start
functioning. Then we know that current is flowing. Let us take
another example. Now the light illumines my hand but light is not
part of the hand; it is not limited to hand. Now when I remove my
hand, light is still there. Likewise, consciousness is all pervading but
it cannot be seen. It can only be experienced (Anubhavwika
vedyam). You know sugar candy is sweet. But as long as you do
not taste it you will not experience its sweetness.

 -to be continued

OBITUARY

Kum. Badaravada Vijaya Lakshmi (Jayakka), aged 76
years, a resident of Ashramam and an ardent devotee of Sri Babuji
Maharaj, attained Guru Sayujyam on Thursday  01-09-2022.

May Sri Gurudev bestow peace to her soul and courage
to the family members.

Sri Badaravada Ravi Mohan Raju, aged 75 years, a resi-
dent of Ashramam and an ardent devotee of Sri Babuji Maharaj,
attained Guru Sayujyam on Monday 08-08-2022.

May Sri Gurudev bestow peace to his soul and courage to
the family members.

Sri Atyam Venkata Satyanarayana Murthy(Sattipandu),
aged 81 years, a resident of Ashramam and an ardent devotee of
Sri Babuji Maharaj, attained Guru Sayujyam on Tuesday 06-09-
2022.

May Sri Gurudev bestow peace to his soul and courage to
the family members.

Sri Kuricheti Bhairava Prasad , aged 76 years, a resident
of America and an ardent devotee of Sri Babuji Maharaj, attained
Guru Sayujyam on Sunday 04-09-2022.

May Sri Gurudev bestow peace to his soul and courage to
the family members.
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PRARTHANA YOGA -VI
 Dr. Raghavendra Rao(Continued from the previous issue)

Next in the prayer session we offer Aarati.
While performing Aarati, we move slowly the lighted lamp

(usually a lighted wick soaked in oil that is taken in a small earthen
bowl or a bowl made up of either silver or brass) in clockwise
direction in front of the deity of worship.  In doing so, each part of
the deity of the Lord of worship is brightened for darshan (visual
of the physical form of the deity), starting from the feet to the hands
to the face and back to the feet. Thus the devotee can have full
vision of the Lord. It is said in spiritual parlance that a seeker should
focus his mind at Guru’s feet, his intellect, by introspection should
dwell in the nectarine discourse of the Guru, concentrate his
contemplative mind (chitta) by directly looking into that beautiful
eyes of the Swami and finally focus his egoism (sense of I-ness) at
the raised hands of the Lord in benevolent stance.

Generally speaking, one’s mind, which is the seat of
innumerable thoughts and doubts (sankalpa vikalpalu), is like waves
and not steady. To train the mind to be steady and calm one should
practise regularly on that all pervading charming self-luminous feet
of Sri Gurudev in a humble servitude. The intellect which decides
and determines one’s actions should be directed to self inquiry and
introspection to know one’s real nature in accordance with the
directions given in Sastras combined with Guru bodha (discourse)
and self-experience. The contemplative mind which keeps hopping
from one object to other in a momentary slip due to ‘vasanas’
(impressions from  previous births) should be brought to rest or
fixed by focusing them at the beautiful, all expanding eyes of the
Lord. After all, God’s eyes are known to be ‘Universal eyes’ (Viswa
chakshulu, meaning every action or event or object is seen by those
eyes. Time, space and cause, all the three are always under the
supervision of those universal eyes. Thus nothing can escape His
ever smiling radiant eyes. When one realizes that everything is done
under the compassionate self-luminance energy, transferring cool
and beautiful supervisory vision of the Lord, he gets peace. He
seldom tries to indulge in bad objects and gains confidence and
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strength in good endeavours because God is looking at him
everywhere, in every cause and at all times.

When one is trendy, embellishing one’s worldly achievements,
rising up like a spring for every small accomplishment, quick and
witty that arouse his ego, those benevolent raised hands of the Lord
wave him to sit down. He cautions him that God is always Supreme
and reminds him that all his intelligence, accomplishments,
achievements, name and fame, power and wealth are all by means
of His grace only.

Similarly when one is weary and down, the raised hand of the
Lord consoles and comforts him reassuring him that God is the only
real friend and companion at all times, more so in troubled times.
Isn’t it true that all merciful, causeless compassionate-infinite Sri
Babuji Maharaj assuredly declares: “WHY FEAR? I AM HERE!”

Thus a devotee keeping all this in mind while performing Aarati
and focusing the quartet of internal senses at the Divine form of the
Lord surely benefits in his spiritual progress. This is surely a direct
communication through fire and light between a devotee and his
Lord.  This is part of our daily prayer which we would enjoy with
devotion when we render it by understanding the meaning.  There
is so much in it which of course we heard many times through Sri
Babuji’s bodha. Aarati in our prayer has two parts.
Part 1:
We Hail the Parameshwar! We Hail the Jagadeeshwar and
the Eshwar of our hearts! O Lord who has ever smiling face
and beautiful eyes we offer our pranams to You.
We pray Thee, our Mother, Father and Guru. We hail Thee
as the dynamics of the Universe. Thou art the Saviour of
those who seek and take refuge in Thee! Thou art our friend,
Lord and Master (Pati)!
Prabhu! Thy beautiful feet (padamulu) are absolutely pious;
they cutoff the strings of life and death. They bestow us the
fruits of happiness and peace. Those Divine Feet are
perspicuous to those who have steady minds on Thee and
show us the clear path to the ultimate destination, that is
Thy Abode.
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Hail Thee who create the Universe, protect it and dissolve it
unto Thee! Thou art the witness to the divine play of creation,
sustenance and dissolution of the Universe!
Thou art who permeates every atom, fill up the entire universe
and shine beyond the Universe. Thou stayeth near those who
seek refuge in Thy feet completely or those who keep firm
and unflinching faith at those Lotus feet!!
Oh! Lord! Having indulged in worldly pleasures, filling our
hearts with ignorance and assuming the permanence of our
bodies, we have wasted our times and finally have reached
Thee. Save these ignorant ones.
Thou art the ocean of Mercy, which supports the followers
(devotees) and makes them reach the shores of the ocean of
life and death. We praise Thy glory. We leave not Thy feet
and seek no other boons, and pray grant us the incessant
minds that dwell in Thee!
Thou have given us the body, mind and wealth, and all that
manifests or exists is Thine. Isn’t that our duty to return Thee
whatever rightly belongs to You? We pray Thee to take us
into Thee!
We Hail the Parameshwar! We Hail the Jagadeeshwar and
the Eshwar of our hearts! O Lord who has ever smiling face
and beautiful eyes we offer our pranams to You.

Here the Eshwar of our hearts is none other than Sri Gurudev.
As a baby one receives affectionate protection from mother and
she looks after him fulfilling all his needs with utmost love. Similarly,
the Lord looks after us if we surrender to Him. As we grow up,
father takes care of us, providing education and required skills to
follow and protect one’s own Dharma (righteous duty), and puts us
under a Guru (Teacher) to acquire knowledge and skills to become
a young and dynamic personality. A Guru renders holistic education
to His pupils, so that they become useful to society in general by
following the rules of the four schools (ashrams) strictly and
endeavour themselves to realize the purpose of  life by seeking the
spiritual path. Similarly, when we surrender to Him (the Gurudev)
He takes care of the both the roles as Father and Guru, and leads
us ultimately to acquire the Brahma Vidya (the knowledge of the
Brahman).
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Universes are created, sustained and destroyed by Him and in
between there is so much of action involved – life and death, change
of forms, pleasures and pains, gains and losses and other dualities
the mankind experiences. All these amount to dynamics of the
Universe, and He is the witness to all this action.

Here is an interesting episode from the Mahabharata often
eulogized by Sri Babuji. It is regarding Draupathi seeking Lord
Krishna’s help with complete and abject surrender. Initially she seeks
the help of the powerful five Pandavas, her husbands, while she is
being disrobed in the august court of king Dhirtharashtra, but they
express their helplessness. Then she thinks she can protect herself
by tightly holding to her robes with both the hands. But the power
of Dussasana is too much for her to hold it for long. Finally she
gives up all hopes and surrenders to Lord Krishna. Unmindful of
her respect and body she raises her both hands and prays to Him
with utmost devotion at His feet. That is her body (thanuvu), mind
(manasu) and respect (maryada) all are concentrated at Lord’s
feet, and at that very moment she receives the protection. The few
minutes bliss (ananda) she experiences – no poet or a writer can
describe it, can only be experienced and not describable.

Not only that, He is a friend to us. A friend in need is a
friend indeed. So much so He is our real friend, in whom we can
confide everything and we can take wise counsel from Him.
Whatever we are, young or old, man or woman, rich or poor, we
can seek His friendship once we surrender to Him. After all, we
remember the Krishna-Kuchela and Rama-Sugreeva stories from
the Mahabharata and the Ramayana. Don’t we? Gopikas, Arjuna
and others have seen Lord Krishna as their ‘Sakhudu’ (True friend
close to their heart-Atmeeyudu).

Above all these, He is our Lord, Master (Pati). We owe
everything to Him. Like true ‘Pativratha’, we should respect and
adore our ‘Pati’ through our minds (manasu), words (vacha) and
deeds (karmana). All in all, He is everything to us and we praise
His Glory.

The meaning of ‘Padamulu’ in Telugu can be taken in different
ways. They can mean the ‘Lotus feet of the Guru’ or the ‘Words’
spoken by the Guru or the ‘Path’ trodden by the Guru. Whatever
respect we give them, they take us near to the Atman or the
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absolute (‘sundaramulu’) and are serenely beautiful. They are
pristine and serene, thus by seeking refuge in Them we get benign,
pure, spotless love only. They free us from the bondage of life
and death (bhavalathalavitramulu). They grant us fruits of
happiness and love.  They are perspicuous (visadamulu) or
clearly manifested to those who have pure minds or minds who
seek the Atman (sumanaskulu). We should have pure minds,
without any worldly and wavering thoughts, i.e. the mind should be
clear of everything and empty; then only the Self can be realized.
Suppose a cup is filled already with coffee, one must empty it first
to fill more coffee. Similarly, unless our minds are made empty we
cannot manifest the Reality. At the end of this stanza, we once again
remind ourselves that those ‘Padamulu’ are the ascending
paths to the destination of the Self (sugathi) or Self-realization.
In this stanza, the emphasis is on ‘Prabhupadamulu’, stressing the
importance of the absolute faith one should have with utmost sincerity
and complete surrender. The entire universe, for that matter the
entire mass of water, springs out from His lotus feet. The perceived
universe is manifested by our minds (manasulu) only. Therefore
where our minds should be dwelling?  They should obviously be at
those Lotus feet.

We sing the Glory to Him, who has created, sustained these
multi-verses (many universes) and finally fused all these into Him.
He stands witness to His own play of creation, sustenance and
destruction, and the dramatic sport of this universe. Why is it called
dramatic sport of the universe? Sri Babuji used to say that one’s life
is like an air bubble in water. While water is being poured we
observe so many bubbles forming and stay there momentarily and
later burst out. When a bubble bursts, what is its identity? Mass of
water in the bubble simply mixes well into the water and has no
separate identity. Similarly, our lives are also momentary and once
we lose our lives we have no identity. One must realize oneself
(Atman) before this bubble of life erupts. Babuji used to say that
one must realize oneness with God while having life in our body
only and that after death what remains is simple ash. This is all the
play of the Lord.

   -- to be continued
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-Ramaswami S
LORD CALLED HIM ‘MOTHER!'

Among the Vaishnavite acharyas, Nadadoor Ammal stands
foremost in expounding the inner meaning of Bhagawad
Ramanujacharya’s ‘Sri Bhashyam’. His original name was
Varadaguru, who was born in 1165 at Kanchipuram as the son of
Devaraja Mahadesikan of the famous Nadadoor clan of
Vaishnavites.

Varadaguru showed his mettle even as a child. Hence,
Mahadesikan, a scholar himself, decided to teach ‘Sri Bhashyam’
to his son. On an auspicious day, Devaraja Mahadesikan
commenced the teaching with the invocation song which began
with the words ‘Akhila Bhuvana’. The young Varadaguru stopped
his father with a question, “Why should Emberumaanar choose
the word ‘Akhila’ instead of words like ‘sakala’ or ‘nikhila’, when
all of them denote the same meaning?” The father was surprised
and also happy to note the intellectual hunger of his son and said
Sri Ramanuja should have chosen that word to begin his magnum
opus with the first alphabet representing Lord Varadaraja.
            As he was getting old, Mahadesikan felt that the boy should
become the disciple of Engal Azhwan, an eminent scholar of
Tiruvellarai, to learn the inner meaning of the great work.  (This
scholar was called ‘Engal Azhwan’ by Sri Ramanuja himself
impressed with his erudition).
           Varadaguru went to Tiruvellarai and knocked at the door
of Azhwan’s residence. The teacher asked “Who is that?” The
student replied, “I am Varadan, Kanchi Nadadoor Devaraja
Mahadesikan’s son.” The teacher replied, “Whoever it is, come
after I die.”

The disappointed Varadaguru returned home and asked his
father why Engal Azhwan turned him away thus. The father
explained that the word “I” denoted ego or ahamkara and the
teacher had only asked you to shed your ego and then approach
the master.  According to Srivaishnava tradition, there is no “I” or
“me”, but only the humble and beautiful word ‘adiyen’ (‘Dasoham’).

Varadaguru realized his mistake and went to Engal Azhwan
again and said “Dasoham”. Pleased by this, the scholar adopted
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him not only as his disciple but also as his beloved son. Both of
them travelled together, worshipped the archa forms in various
temples and reached Kollagonda, near Srivilliputtur. Engal Azhwan
wrote a commentary on ‘Vishnu Puranam’ after which he became
Vaikuntavaasi. As an obedient son, Varadaguru performed the
funeral rites, and installed at Thiruvellarai temple the archa form of
his Acharya. He then returned to Kanchipuram.

At Kanchi, Varadaguru began his Sri Bhashya teaching by
delivering discourses. His sweet rendering attracted many disciples
like Atreya Ramanuja aka Appullar and Sudarsana Suri, the great-
grandson of Kooraththaazhwan. He also made several pilgrimages
and won dissertations with scholars of other sampradayas. At Kasi,
he defeated a scholar by name Kumbisutan, whereupon the king of
Kasi honoured Varadaguru by placing him on the Sharada Peeth.

Varadaguru was deeply attached to Lord Varadaraja. One night,
when he was worshipping the deity in an ecstatic mood, the priest
brought very hot milk to the Lord as Nivedanam. Varadaguru was
distressed, as he felt such hot milk would burn the tender tongue of
the Lord! He stopped the priest from offering the hot milk and
began cooling it down until it became lukewarm. The Lord himself
was moved by this ‘Matruvatsalyam’ of Varadaguru and called him
‘Amma!’, which means ‘mother’ in Tamil. From then onwards
Varadaguru came to be called Nadadoor Ammal. After this episode,
Lord Varadaraja appeared in his dream and commanded Ammal
to erect a mantapam for His Vasantotsavam. Accordingly Ammal
fulfilled the Lord’s desire, just as a mother would fulfill the wishes of
her son despite difficulties.

‘Shrutaprakashika’ is the detailed commentary on Sri
Ramanuja’s magnum opus, ‘Sri Bhashyam’, authored by Nadadoor
Ammal. Actually, it was a compilation of his discourses by one of
his disciples, Sudarsana Suri, who jotted down those lectures. This
work was almost lost during the invasion of Srirangam by Malik
Kafur who ransacked the temple town. Thanks to the efforts of the
great Acharya, Sri Vedanta Desikan, this grantham was saved.

Incidentally, Venkatanatha, who later became Swami Vedanta
Desikan, was the nephew of Nadadoor Ammal’s disciple, Appullar
(Atreya Ramanuja). That child received the blessings of Nadadoor
Ammal at the age of five. This episode is indeed interesting. When
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Appullar visited his sister Totamamba at Thooppul, near Kanchi,
Venkatanatha expressed a desire to go to Kanchi, along with his
maternal uncle. On  reaching Kanchi, the two met Nadadoor Ammal
when he was delivering a discourse on Vishnu Puranam, eulogising
its author Parasara Mahamuni. When he wanted to resume the
discourse, he could not recall the sloka at which he had stopped
the lecture on seeing Appullar. Nor anyone in the audience could
help him. with the link. But to everybody’s astonishment, the little
Venkatanatha recited the ‘sloka’ where Ammal had stopped. Ammal
embraced the child and predicted that he would be grow up to be
a seer like Bhagawad Ramanuja.

Nadadoor Ammal authored nearly twenty works, including
‘Tatvasaram’, ‘Prapanna Parijatam’, ‘Dramidopanishad Sangraham’
and ‘Paratatva Nirnayam’.

After a long span of 110 years, Nadadoor Ammal attained his
Acharya’s lotus feet in 1275.

Sri Babuji performing
sankhusthapana for the Sri
Ramalingeswara Swami
Temple at Sri Kali Gardens

Sri Babuji offering worship to
Sri Sri Ramalingeswara Swami
on Maha Shivaratri day.
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KAIVALYOPANISHAT - XIX
(Continued from the previous issue) Rekha Prasada

 In the bygone days, the sacred altar for ritualism was lit
up with fire freshly evoked by the continuous rubbing of two
wooden pieces of wood.  Between the two cups, scooped in
wooden blocks, a cylindrical rod of wood fixed perpendicularly is
rotated by a piece of rope, exactly as in the process of churning
butter in villages. When the perpendicular wooden rod is churned
between the upper and lower wooden blocks (aranis), due to
friction, first, a piece of cotton catches fire and from it when properly
tended, this fire sets ablaze the fuel pile in the “sacred trough”
(Homa Kundam).

The above metaphor explains what happens in the inner
life of the seekers; the “lower block of wood” is the ego-attitude
(jiva), the “upper block of wood” is the Pranava, meaning Om,
which is the sound symbol of the Infinite Life, the Self-Divine.  When
these two are connected together, the lower Self (Jivatma)) is
uplifted to the glowing nature of the Higher Self (Paramatma),
through contemplation and steady meditation.  Thus, by steadfast
resolution and practice of the churning of knowledge through
meditation for a prolonged period, the seeker comes to experience
the higher possibilities in himself and the Fire of Knowledge kindled
in him burns down all the bondages of flesh, the physical and
material world.  Such a person is known as pundita, a wise man or
a person of discrimination.  As we chant Om and merge in the
Divinity, there is neither ‘me’ nor ‘mine’.

There are four ashramas (stages of social life) -  student,
family, retirement and life of a mendicant. A person/seeker who
practices celibacy in student life (brahmacharya ashramam) and
who has decided to take up the life of a sanyasin (mendicant) or a
seeker who carries out the responsibilities of a family man
householder/family man (grihasta ashramam) can follow the above
described practice of churning of Knowledge through meditation
and contemplation and successfully reach his or her ultimate
destination of Brahman or Supreme Reality.  A grihasta need not
be discouraged about being a family person, for whom it is
impossible to attain Self-Realisation.  Sri Babuji Maharaj used to
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elucidate the lives of a Brahmachari or Sanyasi and a householder
with a metaphoric example.  A Brahmachari who has accepted the
life of a Sanyasi (one who has taken up renunciation), has some
duties and ways to adhere to. If he backslides in the performance
of these responsibilities, his life is ruined.  If he has a vacillating mind
in practising celibacy or exercising self-control in the physical/
material world then he is in trouble. Sri Gurudev compared a
Sanyasin’s life to a train travelling on a bridge over the River
Godavari.  If the train is off the track while crossing the river, the
train and the travellers in it perish.  On the other hand, Shri Gurudev
compared the life of a grihasta, to a train reaching the Rajahmundry
Station (destination), and if the train accidentally is off track, it can
be lifted with a jack and put back on track safely. Similarly, a grihasta
seeker, who succumbs to the vagaries of his senses, and loses mind
control, can fulfill his desires lawfully, because grihasta also has
some responsibilities socially and spiritually.  He also has to adhere
strictly to his assigned duties and responsibilities.  One may be a
family person and yet, above the ‘me and my family’ syndrome.
Anything contrary to this, his life will be a wasteful one.  Sri Mataji
categorically stressing the need for adherence to various dharmas
of sanyasin and grihasta, continued Her discourse on the subject as
follows -  we must take up a spiritual method/process (upasana) to
do the ‘churning of Knowledge’ (gnana Madhana) in the presence
of a Guru.   We must perform this churning (meditation) at a
designated time every day.  We take good care of our physical
well-being/health by taking food and medicines, perform other
worldly activities in a timely manner.  Likewise, Sri Mataji encouraged
the congregation to practise meditation in a similar way.  There is
no expense involved to do meditation; nor, will barriers of any sort
(mostly like observances of mourning a death or celebrating a
newborn’s arrival) can prevent in doing this churning. A steadfast
and tranquil mind will definitely be supportive, and the heart is fixed
on the divine, Lotus-like feet of the Lord.  The heart rises above the
inner world, to discover the Existence-Awareness-Bliss-Absolute
(sacchidaananda) - the Supreme Reality that is within.

Sri Mataji concluded Her discourse for the day by saying
that Sri Babuji further expounded the path of Knowledge to Self-
Realization in His intrinsic, unique style.  -to be continued
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Articles for the Special Issue on
the occasion of the

Golden Jubilee Festival of Sri
Kali Gardens Ashram and 34th

Annual Punyaradhana
of Sri Babuji Maharaj,

Sri Sadguru Viswasanthi Pasupatha
Vajragradhita Maha Mrutyunjaya

Samputitha Ekadasa
Rudrabhishekam, Rudrayagam,

Akhanda Hare Rama Nama
Sankeertana and Spiritual

Congregation are scheduled to be
held from11-11-2022, Friday, to

21-11- 2022, Monday.

19-11-2022 to 21-11-2022-
Discourses by Saints

under the presidentship of
Sri.Sri.Sri.Dandi Nirmalananda

Giri Swamy

All devotees are cordially invited to visit Sri
Kali Gardens ashram and participate in
the entire program and take Sri Sadguru’s
Blessings for Spiritual Enlightenment.
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BABUJI NEVER FORSAKES DEVOTEES
-Ramana Prasad

Those were the days when I was working in Damodar Valley
Corporation which has thermal and hydel power stations, dams
and irrigation projects spread over Bihar, Uttar Pradesh and West
Bengal. I was posted in Durgapur Thermal Power Station (1972)
in the Finance Department. Our head office is situated in Alipore,
Calcutta.

Once I had to go to the head office for the finalisation of
annual accounts. I was put up in our company’s guest house
situated in Ballygunge, South Calcutta.  On the first day after office
hours I visited Kalighat Temple and had darsan of Sri Kali Mata.

This temple is one of the 51 Shakti Peethas of India where
the various pieces of Sati’s body are said to have fallen in the
course of Lord Shiva’s “Rudra Tandava” during Daksha Yagnam.
Kalighat represents the site where the toes of the right foot of
Dakshayani (Sati) had fallen.

The deity of Kali in Kalighat is unique. The existing idol of
touchstone features three huge eyes, four hands and a long golden
tongue. This temple must have been a place of worship since time
immemorial. My father, a devotee of Kali, once visited this temple
along with Sri Chiranjivi Raju garu (father of Pujya Mataji). This
temple was also visited several times by Sri Babuji Maharaj. It is
regrettable that the Pandas of this temple harass devotees and
extract money under the pretext of putting Tilak on their forehead.
           Once I had the fortune of visiting this temple with Sri Babuji
Maharaj accompanied by other devotees. Since I had visited this
temple earlier I had a lurking fear that the Pandas might not show
respect to Him. I was offering prayers within myself that anything
untoward should not happen. When Sri Babuji arrived and was
having darsan, one of the Pandas said in a loud voice, “Ye
Mahatma Hai!” Immediately the main Panda threw a garland which
fell on the neck of Babuji Maharaj. I felt very happy. That is the
greatness of Sri Babuji Maharaj! Sri Babuji asked me whether I
had touched Kali Mata’s feet? I said ‘No”. Then He asked me to
go again and touch Her feet. I did so as directed by Shri Babuji
Maharaj. This is my most cherished memory.
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After I had Darsan of Kali Mata, I came out and started
searching in the shops for Kali Mata’s picture which would match
with that day’s decoration. After a long search
I could get one. After purchasing it I returned
to the guest house.

On the following day, I went to the head
office and finished my work and was returning
to guest house. I entered a double-decker bus
which was overcrowded. On the footboard
itself there were 100 persons standing. The
conductor shouted, “Bhitere jaan!” (Go
Inside!). I made my way into the bus. When
my stop arrived, the conductor shouted
“Namoon” (Get Down). I squeezed myself and hastened to get
down. Finally when I got down I was sweating. I stood there for a
minute to breathe fresh air. As was my wont, my hands went into
my trouser’s pockets and they came out as though they had received
a shock. Some thief in the bus must have picked my pocket. With
no money, I had to walk to the guest house. On the way I was
thinking, “What should I do now? How to get back to Durgapur
without money? Whom should I ask?”  That guest house being
small, none else was staying there. Whom could I approach for
help? Only a caretaker was there to keep record of the visitors.

I reached the guest house and narrated to the caretaker what
had happened. He was a low paid employee and I was not expecting
any financial help from him. But the caretaker sympathised with me
and asked “How much money do I need?”  Fortunately I had the
return ticket with me. I said “Two hundred rupees will do.” He
immediately gave me two hundred rupees to me.  I profusely thanked
him and on return, I remitted the money with a covering letter thanking
him for the timely help.

I firmly believe that Babuji in the guise of caretaker must have
helped me to come out of that difficult situation. I was carrying the
Kalighat Kali Mata picture, which could have also done this miracle.

“Anta nee daya raa Kali Prasada anta nee daya raa!” (O revered
Kali Prasada! Your compassion is the source of my strength!)

* * * *
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A SACRIFICE FOR UNIVERSAL PEACE
-Ramaswami Sampath

With the divine blessings of Samardha Sadguru Sri Sri Sri
Hanumat Kali Vara Prasada Babuji Maharaj and by the benign
grace of Pujya Yogini Sri Chandra Kali Prasada Mataji, we are
going to celebrate “SRI SADGURU STAHPITA ASHRAMA
SWARNOTSTAVAMS” to mark the golden jubilee of the founding
of the Kali Vana Ashram, combined with the “34TH VARSHIKA
PUNYA ARADHANA MAHOTSAVAMS, from 11.11.2022 to
21.11.2022 in a grand manner. On this occasion Sri Mataji has
decided to perform “SRI SADGURU VISWA SAANTI VAJRA
GRATHITA MAHA MRUTYUNJAYA SAMPUTITA  RUDRA
YAGAM” for Universal Peace and welfare of all beings. Let us
analyse the purpose behind this Yagam:
           Viswa saanti - world peace; Vajra Ghatita - invoking
the blessings of Indra, the ruler of the heaven (Swarga).
Vajrayudham is His main armour. He controls weather, lightning,
thunder, storms, rains, river flows and war. Yagnas are performed
invoking Indra with offerings like Havis, Ghee, Samidhas
(sacrificial faggots), Payasam, etc., so as to appease Him. By
accepting these offerings, Indra blesses people with timely rains,
better harvests and other benefits to mankind.
         Maha Mrutyunnjaya Rudra Yagam  - Maha Mrutyunjaya
mantra goes like this :
Om trayambakam yajamahe sugandhim pusti vardhanam !
Urvarukamiva bandhanan Mruthyor mukshiya Mamrutat !!
It means ‘We pray to the three-eyed Lord Shiva who is fragrant
and nourishes the devotees worshipping Him thus: May we be
liberated from death for the sake of immortality just as the ripe
cucumber easily separates itself from the binding stalk.”

“Maha Mrutyunjaya Rudra yagam” is dedicated to Lord
Shiva (The Laya Karaka) to prevent premature death and to get
jaya (victory) over mrutyu (death). This homam is performed
for longevity (extending life span) and to cure chronic illnesses
and lead a healthy life.

Both Shiva and Indra are immortals. Shiva’s immortality is
achieved by tapasya (penance). Indra’s immortality is achieved
through Yagnas (yagams).
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            The benefits of Mrutyunjaya Yagam: It prevents unnatural
death; assists one to overcome fear of death; assists in getting rid of
Karmic Dosham; enhances long and happy life; and enables the
attaining of Moksha (Liberation from the cycle of death-birth). It
also relieves us from serious illnesses. Thus, this Homam is done to
achieve victory (Jaya) over Death (Mrutyu).

Incidentally, these yagams had been performed in the past in
our Ashram by Samardha Sadguru Sri Babuji Maharaj, and now
they are being performed under the aegis of Pujya Mataji to achieve
Universal Peace.
            Even as we will be worshipping Rudra through Maha
Mrutyunjaya Mantra, the Ritwiks will be simultaneously
performing several other riruals/pujas to achieve Viswa Santi. They
are: Sahasra Lingarchana; Navagraha japam; Chandi
saptasati; Sundarakanda parayana, to name a few.

Sri Mataji intends giving a Moola Mantra, studded with
bijaksharas, to all devotees 40 days before the start of Yagam for
chanting it daily irrespective of their location, till the last day of the
yagam. The total number of chants will be collected and offered to
Lord Shiva, the presiding deity, on the Purnahuti day.
          Thus, with such multi-faceted approach, the Yagam is
performed to achieve Viswa Santi. .

Sri Babuji Maharaj used to say, “Today if we are living in peace
and tranquillity it is because of the santi mantras chanted daily by
the great saints.

A few of them are:
1. Om Asatoma sadgamaya !
  Om tamasoma jyotirgamaya !
  Om Mrityorma Amritamgamaya !
  Om shantih shantih shantihi !!
  Lead us from unreal to real !
  Lead us from darkness to light !
  Lead us from death to immortality!
  Om peace, peace, peace !!

2. Om sarveshaam Svastir Bhavatu !
    Sarveshaam Shantir Bhavatu !
    Sarveshaam Purnam Bhavatu!
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    Om shantih shantih shantihi !!
   May there be well-being in All !
   May there be peace in All !
   May there be fulfilment in All!
   Om peace, peace, peace !!

3. Om Sarve Bhavantu Sukhinah
   Sarve Bhavantu Niramayaah !
    Sarve Bhadrani pasyantu!
   Maa kaschid Dukha Bhaag Bhavatu !
   Om shantihi shantihi shantihi !!
   May All be healthy,
   May none fall ill!
   May all see auspiciousness everywhere!
   Om peace, peace, peace !!

4. Om Dyauh Shantir Antarikshsam Santih!
     Prthvi Shanthi -Appah Shantir-ossadhyah Shaantir - Brahma Santih
    Saa Maa Shantir Edhi
    Om shantihi shantihi shantihi !!
     May peace radiate there in the whole of the sky as well as the
vast ethereal space         everywhere!
     May peace reign all over this earth, in water, in all herbs, trees
and creepers!
     May peace be in the Supreme Being, Brahman !
     And may there always exist in all peace and peace alone
     Aum peace, peace and peace to us and all Beings !!

 On the “Purnahuti” day being the last day of the yagam the
Ritwiks will chant all these Shanti Mantras and offer all homam
materials tied in Pattu vastram dipped in cow ghee to Hutasana
God Agni. The Yagam comes to an end after putting the ashes
from homam on the forehead and partaking tirtha prasadams.*

An earnest disciple considers his Guru as his sole ref-
uge. Mere  faith unshakable and singular in his Guru is sufficient
to steer himself through the Ocean of Samsara. - Sri Babuji
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SYMBOLISM OF LETTERS IN THE NAME
OF GURUDEV

-Sushamana prasada

H onesty, thy name is Babuji
A bundance, thy name is Babuji
N ovelty, thy name is Babuji
U niversality, thy name is Babuji
M unificence, thy name is Babuji
A ffection, thy name is Babuji
T ruth, thy name is Babuji

K indness, thy name is Babuji
A bility, thy name is Babuji
L ove, thy name is Babuji
I ndividuality, thy name is Babuji

V eracity, thy name is Babuji
A ffinity, thy name is Babuji
R ighteousness, thy name is Babuji
A ll pervasiveness, thy name is Babuji

P erfection, thy name is Babuji
R egularity, thy name is Babuji
A gelessness, thy name is Babuji
S implicity, thy name is Babuji
A doration, thy name is Babuji
D ivinity, thy name is Babuji

B enevolence, thy name is Babuji
A lmighty, thy name is Babuji
B liss, thy name is Babuji
U nity in Diversity, thy name is Babuji
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GOLDEN JUBILEE OF A ‘TAPOVAN’
-Sushamana prasada

It is our inestimable fortune to participate in the golden jubilee
celebrations of Sri Kali Vanasramam, Nambur. It is already half-
a-century, since the dream of the devotees to have an independent
spiritual centre, without getting disturbed by the busy schedule of
worldly life, got fulfilled. Sri Babuji, out of infinite grace and affection
for the devotees to attain spiritual progress, chose a secluded place
of piety, which was once upon a time a ‘Tapovan’, for locating the
spiritual centre. Though years roll by like waves on the Ocean of
Time they leave their imprints on the shore of Time to guide the
future generations. The Ashramites have been living in an
atmosphere of spiritual contentment, devotion and dedication,
receiving the infinite blessings of Lord Gurudev. He worked
ceaselessly to make the devotees bid good-bye to thoughts of
material desires and welcome the pious thoughts of spiritual life.

Having trained the devotees in an atmosphere of spiritual
discipline and discrimination, Lord Babuji bade adieu to the physical
universe on 3rd December, 1988.

His Holiness Sadguru Babuji rightly picked Revered Mataji
to shoulder the responsibility of leading the disciples in the right
path of wisdom. And Revered Mataji, by implicitly following the
instructions of Sri Gurudev, took up the responsibility of teaching
and guiding the devotees and Ashramites. Performing her duties in
the most admirable and successful manner, she proves herself a
matchless spiritual guide and leader offering selfless service to save
the humanity from the mire of ignorance and self-centred activity.
Uplifting the poor (spiritual as well as material) by eradicating
poverty from all branches of the Tree of Selfishness is the first and
foremost activity of Revered Mataji. She treats all the devotees
alike without any discrimination and differentiation. It is her aim
and goal to drive out sorrow and suffering for her beloved children
(devotees) and train them to be the recipients of the spiritual Bliss
and everlasting smile. It is indeed our fortune to be blessed with
such an ideal Mother of divine glory who devotes all her time for
our spiritual growth. She has given us a golden opportunity to
mould ourselves as ideal disciples of our Gurudev, Bhagawan
Babuji, to do selfless service to humanity and make ourselves
competent to celebrate the golden jubilee event. The disciples have
to try to the utmost extent to fulfill the aspiration of Revered Mataji.*
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AIMING AT ESTABLISHING WORLD PEACE
-C.V. Ramana Babu

Today we are all living in peace is because of the prayers offered
by our Rishis meditating in forests and on Himayayan peaks for the
welfare of mankind. At the end of each meditation session, they
would pray to Almighty thus:

May all be blessed with prosperity!
May all be blessed with peace!
May all be blessed with perfection!
May all be blessed with Bliss!
Om Shanti…Shanti …Shantihi !!
In the recent years, so many wars erupted resulting in loss of

thousands of innocent lives.  They are: Afghan war, Iraq war, Syrian
war, Yemen war and Russia-Ukraine war, to name a few. These
wars very badly affected the economies of those countries.
(Mahatmas offered special prayers and performed Yagas. As a
result, equilibrium was established among the warring countries and
peace  could be restored .

Samardha Sadguru Sri Sri Sri Hanumat Kali Vara Prasada Babu,
a wandering monk since his childhood,  travelled all over the places
in India and  alleviated the sorrows of  many people   and  offered
solutions to their problems. He used to make the sick healthy.  His
main deities are Mother Kali and Lord Hanuman. He did severe
penance in Srisailam, Papi Kondalu, Himalayan heights and in forests
of Andhra Pradesh. His main aim was that all beings should live in
peace and prosperity.

He was lovingly called as “BABU” by his devotees. When many
devotees requested him to stay at one place and lead them on the
path of knowledge, Sri Babu agreed and established “Sri Kali
Gardens Ashram” at Nambur village in Guntur District of Andhra
Pradesh.

He established Viswa Shanti  Matam. He travelled all over the
world preaching that God is one. It doesn’t matter by whatever
name you call Him. God always hears your sincere prayers and
showers His blessings.

In fact, Sri Babuji Maharaj wrote to the US President, Ronald
Reagan, to end the cold war between super powers and establish
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brotherhood among them. He also sent English version of the
Ashramam's Universal Prayer.

To achieve his goal of establishing Universal Peace, Sri Babuji
Maharaj performed  three Yagams, viz. Shri Devi Sata Chandi
Maha Yagam(1975), Sri Maha Rudra Yagam(1978) and Sri Rama
Maha Samrajya PattaBhisheka Maha Yagam (1982) for the benefit
of mankind.

Pujya Yogini Sri Chandra Kali Prasada Mataji  took over the
reins of the Ashram after Shri Babuji Maharaj entered Mahasamadhi
in 1988. Maintainng the tradition eatablished by Sri Babuji Maharaj
Sri Mataji has performed many Yagams for establishing Universal
Peace. They are : Sri Devi Sahasra  Chandi Maha Yagam(2003),
Sri Ashtalakshmi Yagam(2006), Sri Sadguru Narayana Maha Yagam
(2009),  Sri Samardha Sadguru Panchayatana Yagam(2009) and
Sri Sadguru Chandi Rudra Yagam(2011), to name a few.

Now you all may be eager to know about the purpose and
benefits of these various Yagams. These yagams are performed for
longevity, timely rains and good harvests. They are performed to
maintain equilibrium in the various components of body and ambient
environment.

The benefits accruing are manifold :  Prosperity, happiness,
good health and longevity, progeny, courage,  enthusiasm, spiritual
cultivation and so on. Energy alone is eternal. The Yagam is eternal
science. The ancient sages of India had the precise knowledge of
transferability of mass and energy. Thus these yagams bring direct
contact with the source of the Universe by connecting them with
the five elements: Space, Earth Fire, Water and Air.

Thus the sole aim of Sri Babuji Maharaj and Sri Mataji in
performing these Yagams on various occasions and at various places
is to establish peace, prosperity and happiness to all.

Let us all chant the Shanti Mantra prayer:
Om Peace is in Sky; Peace is in Space;
Peace is in Earth; Peace is in Water;
Peace is in Plants; Peace is in trees;
Peace is in gods; Peace is in Brahman
Om Peace,  Peace, Peace!
Sarve janah sukhino bhavantu
May All Live happily!
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What a great transformation!
The once obscure village of Nambur has now emerged,

as though by divine dispensation, as a twice-blessed place of pil-
grimage. It has the unique privilege of having two universities one
of learning and the other of yearning.

As you speed along in a car or bus from the temple town
of Mangalagiri towards the tobacco rich Guntur, you first come
across what has come to be known as the ‘great wall of
Nambur’encompassing Acharya Nagarjuna University, the seat
of learning that operates on mundane plane, attracting to its por-
tals hundreds of degree-hunters.

Not far from it, you will find a small road to the left that
takes you to the Babu Vigyan Mandir, the hallowed spiritual uni-
versity buzzing with religious activity and spreading its divine radi-
ance far and wide in an ever-increasing measure.

"Are you sure?" One may ask. A genuine doubt, indeed
for, what with seemingly unlimited proliferation of Swamis, babas,
tantriks and their ashrams, enjoying patronage from a wide circle
of power-crazy politicians of various hues it is becoming increas-
ingly difficult to separate spiritual grain from hollow materialistic
chaff. Not a day passes when we do not hear of a yagna or a yaga
being performed to propitiate evil spirits or malevolent stars threat-
ening to ruin the fortunes of politicians. The atmosphere is so fouled
up that one wonders whether spiritualism has not degenerated
into a politico-commercial enterprise marked by the cut-throat
competition.

This does not, however mean that this ‘holy land’ of ours
suffers from dearth of real saints and genuine sadgurus capable of
leading yearning souls towards the cherished goal. But how to
distinguish them in a make-believe bazar overpopulated by bogus
claimants is the problem. It is itself a sort of ‘maha maya’ that can
be pierced through only by the purest of eyes. Unless the seeker
of truth is fired by untainted motives, he will not be able to apply
the correct tests. And just as the proof of pudding is in the eating,

A SEAT OF YEARNING
                                                   -K.S.Subrahmanyam

              (former Editor, Andhra Prabha)
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the proof of spiritualism lies in the feeling of blissful exhilaration that
one spontaneously gets when he or she spends a few hours or days
in an ashram or in the presence of its presiding deity.

Does one experience that in the Nambur Ashram of
Samartha Sadguru Sri Sri Sri Hanumat Kali Vara Prasad Babu?
What kind of atmosphere does one find there? Do the precincts of
the ashram located in what is known as Kali Gardens convey to the
devotees a genuine feeling of spiritual elevation? What is the ap-
proach? How does he treat those seeking solace? Does one feel
soul lifting experience and that singular touch of sublime which only
a true saint can impart?

The answers to these questions could be objective as well
as subjective. But I found my two-day stay in the holy enclave to
be highly rewarding. The best I can do is to describe as honestly
and truthfully as I can what I observed and felt during my short stay
- the negative as well as the positive aspects.

For one thing, the presiding deity of the ashram is not a
Baba but a Babu a form of address that seemed to enthral the well-
knit spiritual community living in the premises of the ashram in the
pursuit of the goal of self-realisation under his benevolent guidance.

But Babu garu, as the Nambur Sadguru is affectionately
called, is certainly different from many so called babas. He does
not have or very much care for, outward pretensions of ostenta-
tious trappings. He makes no bones about being a Raja Yogi, dresses
himself tidily though sparingly and on the whole, presents a picture
of simple grandeur and spiritual majesty.

A second aspect, albeit a negative one that impressed me
was that I did not find a single political heavy-weight stepping into
the portals of the ashram seeking spiritual air for the fulfilment of
their ever-soaring personal ambitions. Nor did I find rapacious busi-
nessmen waiting in a queue for obtaining commercial benediction.
The non-frequenting of these species has its own significance.

The world of ‘I’ has an uneasy, disturbed existence in Sri
Kali Gardens, Nambur. Why? Because it is a land where churning
of souls takes place in breathless pursuit of communion with the
Almighty-a goal not easy to attain, subjected as it is, constantly to
the powerful gravitational pull of material distractions and sensual
pleasures. When even a maha tapasvi like Viswamitra fell prey to
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the viles and charms of the heavenly temptress, Menaka what of
ordinary mortals! Unless there is a parallel force powerful enough
to arrest the waywardness of mind, there is every danger of its
slipping up every now and then, and getting lost irredeemably.

Sri Hanumat Kali Vara Prasad Babu considers it his busi-
ness to first make people realise the true spiritual path and then help
them adhere to it. There seems to be little doubt that to the yearning
souls, he acts as a powerful spiritual catalyst.

Sri Babu is an uncompromising exponent of Advaita phi-
losophy. The ultimate aim of every being is to achieve liberation
from the cycle of births and deaths through the merger of Jeevatma
with Paramatma under proper spiritual guidance. This forms the
core of his preaching.

But while adhering to this line of approach for attaining sal-
vation, Babu significantly enough, attaches equal importance to the
saguna form of worship also. Bhakti and Vairagya go hand in hand
in his religious discourses. In fact, he is never tired of dilating upon
the various cults of Bhakti Yoga and at times, gets transported into
uncontrollable moods of ecstasy, as happened when he explained
to my wife the miracle wrought by the renowned devotee, Kabir
Das, to bring back to life the son of Ramdas, his disciple-this by
way of driving home the point that the welfare of children is of
greater concern to the Almighty and his earthly agent, the Sadguru,
than even of the parent-devotees. He was visibly overcome by emo-
tion. I saw him wiping the tears of ecstatic joy from both his eyes. It
was indeed a great sight, one that is sure to have a chastening effect
on those who had the good fortune of observing it. He himself was
a great devotee of Sri Rama in his early years; while he continues to
have equal respect for all the important deities; his favourite ones
now are Hanuman and Kali Mata.

It is unfortunate that my efforts to cull out details about
Babu’s spiritual career and his daily chores have not borne fruit.
The inmates were not quite communicative. Probably they them-
selves might not be knowing much. But from what I could gather,
the Sadguru’s parentage is shrouded in obscurity. According to some
of his close associates, he exhibited unbelievable signs of spiritual
precocity in his childhood and travelled widely without money or
food spending months and months in deep meditation at holy places.
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He was later brought up by one Kandarpa Parasuramayya, whom
he still regards as his foster father and refers to him as ‘Nanna
garu’.

By no means literate much less erudite, Babu is said to
have greater perspicacity than erudite scholars. His expressions are
both felicitous and effective. He gets inspired and is capable of
taking his audience to dizzy heights of spiritual feeling.

His age is also a mystery. Nobody is able to place him in
the time scale. Call it hallucination or what you will, he appeared to
be a man of 65 years when I first met him, but later, at the time of
Pada Puja, he looked like a young man of not more than 40
vasanthams, buoyant and all that. Even now he walks very briskly
and has unfaltering vibrant voice, proof that he suffers from no infir-
mities.

Does the holy man of Nambur possess any mahima (divine
power)? No doubt, while in the ashram, I heard some whispers,
but only whispers about his power having been felt in an unseen
mysterious way. The stories related by some of the inmates in sub-
dued tones sounded like Keat’s unheard melodies. Probably,
undemonstrated power is more potent and chastening in its effect
than the demonstrated ones. The tales may or may not be true. But
when a responsible person says ‘This has happened in my case,
Sir,’ why should we not believe him? Life becomes impossible if
one were to believe only those things which were actually or di-
rectly seen or experienced by him. After all most of the knowledge
acquired by us is second hand.

The Nambur Sadguru’s known indifference towards reli-
gious romanticism may probably have to be ascribed to the fact
that he is by nature very shy. He shuns the glare of publicity and
limelight. Like most of the saints, he is a spiritual introvert. His one
and only passion appears to be to utilise every opportunity to with-
draw himself into the serene stillness of the cosmic universe for
indulging in his favourite pastime of holy encounters with the Al-
mighty.

Though I could not get a complete picture of his daily rou-
tine, from what I could observe he seems to spend most of the time
in prayer and meditation. When I climbed up to the terrace to take
leave, I found him chanting Ram Naam from its lofty heights, cov-
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ering the parapet area in brisk circular movements. And his lone
meditation sessions sometimes last for several hours.

The one lesson which I have learnt during my stay in the
ashram is that it is not proper to approach holy men for material
benefits or for the fulfilment of any desires of a materialistic nature.
One should have a proper sense of what to expect or ask for. Like-
wise, one must have a proper understanding of the scope and range
of saint’s mission. Pettiness has no place in a spiritual university.

The vice-chancellor of a scholastic university issues only
degrees of fitness: it is not his business to provide jobs. If degrees
issued by him do fetch jobs, it is a different matter. They usually do,
though not, as in our country, to the desired extent.

Likewise, the main task of the vice-chancellor of a spiritual
university is to make the devotee fit for the spiritual journey. Once
this fitness is acquired, other things take care of themselves. This is
precisely the role which Sri Babu of Kali Gardens plays. His main
exhortation is that a purified heart, abiding faith and sincere bhakti
are the most precious assets for facing the battles of life and for
attaining the ultimate goal.

This does not, however, mean that Sri Babu does not pro-
vide solace to distressed hearts and succour to disturbed minds.
He is indeed an embodiment of love and affection and a fountain of
compassion.

“Shed ahamkaara and mamakaara and trust me. I shall take
care of you.” he seems to say. Won’t a shivering lamb turn into a
majestic lion under the spell of such an authoritative abhayam (as-
surance), if it can be relied upon?*
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FROM U.S. SRI BABU SAVED ME
-R.S

It was a Sunday in the latter half of the year 1987. I was
working then for THE HINDU in Vijayawada. To cover the zilla
parishad elections, I was riding my scooter on the National Highway
No.5 towards Guntur. As I was descending on the Mangalagiri rail
overbridge, I had to slow down on the slope. Suddenly, a man
riding his moped, laden with a rice bag, came my way, unable to
control his vehicle. However much I tried to avoid him, the vehicles
collided, and both fell down. While I could not get up because of
the injury in the right leg, the moped man managed to get up, and
sped away.

Writhing in pain, I shouted for help from the passing
vehicles, but none came to my rescue. As I lay on the overbridge,
looking for some Good Samaritan, I noticed a cycle-rickshawallah
rushing towards me. He came near and lifted me by his strong
arms and placed me on the rickshaw. He moved my scooter to the
rim of the bridge and locked it up, after switching off the engine
which was still on. He drove me down the bridge towards a nursing
home, and when he saw an automobile repair shop near the bridge,
he stopped the vehicle and handing over the key to the mechanic,
commanded him to get the vehicle repaired and told him that we
would be back in an hour.

Thereafter we reached the nursing home where fortunately
the doctor was available. The rickshaw man literally carried me to
the doctor’s room. On seeing my condition, the doctor examined
my injured leg and wanted an X-Ray taken. The rickshawallah
again seated me on the vehicle and drove towards a diagnostic
centre near the Paanakaala Swami temple. It was fortunately open
despite being Sunday. The X-Ray was taken, and taking the
negative print, we returned to the nursing home. After examining
the film the doctor said that there was a hairline fracture and the leg
had to be bandaged. Bandaging was done by him.

In the meantime, I took out a fifty rupee note and gave it to
the rickshaw man. Red-faced, he told me: “Is it for this, I have
rendered help to you? No sir, do not cheapen my assistance. Come,
let me take you in my rickshaw to the mechanic.” I pressed him to
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take the money saying that he had spent nearly an hour with me
losing his other clients. Still he would not agree.

Thereafter, I asked the doctor what was the fee I had to
pay for the bandaging. He gently put me down saying, “When a
poor rickshawallah does not take money for helping you, how can
I charge you? Let me also extend my help to you.” Kindness
enkindled kindness.

Then we moved to the mechanic shop where the scooter
was ready for my return trip. The rickshawallah told the mechanic,
“Ayyagaru cannot drive the scooter now. Hence you drive the
scooter and I will place him in the pillion. You should drop him at his
residence and should not charge any money for the job.” His voice
sounded so authoritative that the mechanic nodded his head. 

Deeply touched by the gesture, I thanked the rickshawalla
and asked “What‘s your name Babu?” 

“Meeray cheppesaaru kaadha, that was my name,” he
replied and bade me adieu, after telling the mechanic “Jaagrathakaa
theesukoni  vellu.”

The mechanic drove me back to my residence in Patamata.
He also gently led me into the house. When I offered to pay for the
repairs, he declined to take any fee from me.  I forcibly put a twenty
rupee note in his pocket and told him, “At least let me pay for your
bus fare to Mangalagiri.” He hesitated for a while, and I asked him
whether he wanted drinking water. He shook his head and said,
“Sir, normally people sell away their vehicle after an accident. If
you also intend selling your scooter, I would like to buy it.”  I assured
him that I would approach him whenever I think of selling it.”

A month later, I visited Mangalagiri and enquired about the
rickshawallah by name Babu. All the rickshaw pullers told me “There
is none by name Babu among us.”

Then it struck me that Sadguru Maharaj Himself must have
come to my rescue on that day. I get goose-bumps whenever I
think of that incident, as Sri Babuji was then in America!

* * * *
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THE INVISIBLE DRIVER
Jagannadha Prasad

Samardha Sadguru Sri Babu is omnipotent and omniscient.
Nothing is impossible for Him. What the educated people feel
impossible about an issue it is very easy for Him. The following
incident, occurred way back prior to establishing the Sri Kali
Gardens Ashramam, elucidates the point.

Once Sri Babuji was travelling by a train going from
Bhimavaram to Rajamahendravaram, along with other devotees
like Sri Banda Suryaprakasa Rao (Banda ‘Tataiah’), Sri
Kunaparaju Narayana Raju, Sri Atchyuta Chandraiah, Sri
Damojipurapu Sri Hari Rao, Sri Tanikella Chalapati Rao.

A woman who had acquired some super natural powers after
hard practice was also in the same compartment, sitting very near
to them. She had heard about Sri Babu and His greatness but
was seeing Him then for the first time only. She was thinking of
Him. The train was moving and picked up speed.

“Is Babu really a ‘mahatma’? If so, why is He sitting silently
without exhibiting any miracles? Are you thinking of me so in
your minds?’’ Babuji questioned them. They were shocked. “No,
Babu. We are not at all thinking like that,” they replied in chorus and
slapped on their cheeks with their hands as a gesture of excuse.

“Not you, of course. But, somebody was thinking so. Should
I not give a reply to that person? It is a test for me and I have to
pass that test”, said Sri Babu They were confused and could not
understand what Sri Babu was speaking about. All of them put a
question mark on their faces. She too heard their conversation.

Sri Babu pressed His right great toe on the floor of the
compartment. Lo! The speeding train stopped suddenly as if the
driver had applied the brakes. The woman sitting near them
observed His action. The guard and the driver of the train thought
that somebody might have pulled the chain to stop it, and so they
started examining the compartments one by one. Some of the
passengers got down and were discussing about it in various ways.
The guard and the driver checked all the compartments, but could
not find out any chain-pulling.
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The woman felt sorry and prostrated at the feet of Babu and
said, “Please pardon me Babuji. I thought of you in a very cheap
manner.” He blessed her and said “After a great practice you have
attained some super powers. You should utilise those powers for
the well-being of all human beings and peace of world, but not for
fame and to earn money for a luxurious life. Is it good to think that
you should alone be happy? You should wish that all should be
happy. Then only you will taste happiness. You have to use your
powers in that way.” Her mind got enlightened and she offered
salutations to Him.

“Shall we let the train move?” He questioned.
They offered their salutations to Sri Babu without telling anything.

They were much happy with the great experience and the valuable
discourse of Sri Babu.

He then lifted up His toe! The train started moving towards its
destination!!

The guard and the driver who could not understand how the
train had stopped, however, heaved a sigh of relief as it started
moving.

Who stopped it and who started it? Who is that invisible driver?
Your guess is as good as mine!*

Sri Brindavanam
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 THE SPARK THAT BURNS NESCIENCE

I was walking along the beach with roaring waves on one
side and crystal-clear sand particles on the other side. The
splashing and roaring sound of the waves that originates from the
universal sound of ‘Om’ refreshes my mind. The mute and silent
rendering of the sand particles like the Mounis (Rishis) silently
meditating on the divine name soothes my heart. Every speck of a
particle and every drop of an ocean are, after all, His creation.
Lo! I am enjoying every moment of His divine glory in Nature!

As I pass along, I see a swift wind storming and sand
particles rise up swirling and floating in the air. Some rise quite up,
some others to a certain height but some sand particles struggle to
rise at all. Is it chance, I wonder, that some particles rise to a
certain height and some others rise to different heights?

After all, every particle looks alike and incessant motion
exists in each of them. All of them are created by the same cosmic
force, aren’t they? Then I realize that of the innumerable lives that
exist in this cosmic creation the speck of a particle is one and
everyone has to go through that stage like sadhvi Ahalya did. That
may be due to a curse or culmination of wrong doings in one’s
previous life. Therefore, although it is the speck of a particle it has
some ‘samskara’ (impressions from the previous life) and based
on that it may have a different rising capability.  Thus, I am
convinced that the height to which the individual particle rises is
predetermined. Likewise, although all humans come into this world,
created by the same Parabrahman, each one carries his or her
previous life’s impressions into this world.

One carries, however, both bad impressions and good
impressions from one’s previous life. If they are good, they will be
helpful in strengthening one’s spiritual practice. If they are bad,
they obstruct one’s spiritual progress. But all these impressions
have to be eradicated completely to achieve self-realization. Sri
Babuji thus says, “Only those devoid of any impression can visualize
Vasudeva (the personification of Srimannarayana Murthy)”. The
previous life’s impressions are called in spiritual parlance as

Dr.P.Raghavendrarao
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‘vasanas’.  Now the question is how to eradicate these vasanas?
By controlling one’s mind, making it calm and steady in the direction
of God. This cannot be achieved by a seeker by himself, and this
can only be done by the grace of a Satya Guru who is a Brahma
Jnani. Therefore, a seeker must ask for the benevolent blessings of
a Satya Guru by serving Him with utmost sincerity and faith. Under
His tutelage a seeker must listen to the nectarine discourse given by
his Guru, and constantly think and ruminate on those sweet words.

The ways of the mind are strange. It is not steady. It keeps
hopping from one thought to another, as simple as a loose bale of
cotton that floats in air. The cotton floats in air freely and changes
direction randomly and quickly as the wind blows. Similarly, the
mind wanders rapidly from one thought to the other. But if a speck
of fire is dropped into this bale of cotton, the entire cotton gets
completely burnt out. Likewise, by constant effort of spiritual practice
one can slowly remove all vasanas, by the grace of Guru.

Sri Babuji Maharaj has devised a simple method to annihilate
all the vasanas in a seeker, who is His devotee and who has
unflinching faith in Him. Like a speck of fire in a cotton bale He puts
a seed of love in His follower’s mind. The shower of that infinite
love, which is blemishless and selfless, ignites a fire of love in His
devotee’s mind, and the devotee longs for it. The way Sri Babuji
speaks to or looks at or gestures to a devotee, heartens the devotee
so much that even though it is just for a moment, the devotee keeps
this experience in his mind and whenever he recollects this a few
years later he derives immense happiness because that love he has
experienced is selfless and serene. When Sri Babuji goes for a walk
in the Ashram, everybody eagerly waits to have darshan of His holy
form, to have a word with Him, to listen to His nectarine discourse
and longs for a call or a gesture from Him towards oneself. All the
inmates of the Ashram, the plants and the trees, the birds and the
animals are all in the same state of some inexplicable happiness.
Why? Because, Sri Babuji spreads such pure and serene love, the
fragrance touches one and all, animate and inanimate, equally. That
bliss of love is devoid of caste, creed, man and woman, child and
adult, sick and healthy, rich and poor. Even a dust particle in His
path longs for the touch of His holy lotus feet while walking.
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Babuji, who dwells in that infinite Bliss always and who is
the personification of Sat-Chit-Ananda (Existence-Knowledge-
Bliss) or Brahmanandam, always wishes that every being should
experience that infinite joy. He suggests that one should in fact
submerge in that ocean of Bliss (anandasagaram). Thus, the
momentary taste of Bliss enjoyed or experienced by the devotee
keeps him longing for it more and he certainly wants to have it
forever. Then his mind goes steadily after it as guided by his Gurudev
and thus slowly eradicates or annihilates all his vasanas.

Satya Guru is a Brahmajnani. He is omnipotent, omniscient
and omnipresent. He is the manifestation of that cosmic energy which
pervades all, the animate and inanimate, space and time. That
formless inexplicable non-dual Parabrahman, with utmost
compassion and mercy, in order to uplift the humans filled with
nescience and caught in the vicious circle of life and death, descends
on earth in human form as Sadguru. As the ‘Gurugita’ suggests,
Guru Parabrahman is of all forms and formless, is filled with all
virtues and virtueless, has infinite name and nameless and He is
beyond space, time and cause. If He is the personification of all that
pervading cosmic energy, the universes evolve as tiny contingent
parts of that whole Energy.

The creation, sustenance and annihilation of these universes
are taken care of by this cosmic energy itself. A disciple, who is
fortunate enough to meet his Guru in this life time due to culmination
of his good deeds in many previous births, is also known to his
Guru all through his past lives. Gurudev knows His disciple’s karmas
and impressions from his previous births and also knows how to
eradicate them. The persistent effort of the Guru who has infinite
perseverance and patience uplifts His pupil from the perils of
nescience and leads him to the abode of the Truth, the real destination
of everyone.

A spiritual seeker or a sadhak should develop that universal
love towards all. How? First, the bliss of love he receives from his
Guru (though momentarily) should constantly be remembered.
Actually everyone is essentially the embodiment of that Universal
Love and in a state of absolute Bliss. The veil of nescience keeps
him in not recognizing his true Self. Therefore, by recollecting the
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nectarine discourse, which is simple and in lucid style, of his Gurudev
and diligently inquiring into (proper vicharana), the disciple should
experience that Universal Love towards everyone. That is he should
spread this selfless, pure and serene love to everyone as his Guru
does. This is possible only if one recognizes that the non-dual infinite
blissful entity (the Parabrahman) exists in all is the same and the
only one that really exists.*

Sri Babuji and devotees at the
Grihapravesham ceremony of
Babu Vignana Mandir at Sri
Kali Gardens on 31-05-1972
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CLEAR  YOUR DOUBTS
Devotee: Mataji! I am facing a lot of difficulties while doing sadhana
(spiritual practice). At times I get so disheartened that I am not able
to progress further. What should I do? I feel frustrated.
Sri Mataji: My dear son! First of all, do
not despair and get frustrated. Never give
in to despair as it is Maya or Ignorance
trying to block your vision.

It is very natural for any spiritual
seeker to experience this stage. You are
trying to change your past life of frivolity
and worldly pleasures and pursuits now.
So, your mind starts to rebel against you.
It is the power of Maya. ‘Maya’ means
magic. It makes us see what is actually
not there. “Ya maa – Saa – maya”  which
means, that which is not there, that is
Maya. It tries to pull you away from your chosen spiritual path as
ordained by your Guru, by luring you with many worldly things,
amusements and attractions.

You must seek refuge in your Guru to help you from getting
entangled in this Maya. You must never give in to despondence.
Even if you don’t experience anything, even if you are lacking
enthusiasm, never stop doing your spiritual practices like prayer
and meditation. Stick to proper timings and sit for meditation/prayer
irrespective of your mood. Stick to the same time every day. Keep
a separate, neat place in your house for meditation. Keep it clean.
Keep your chosen deity’s picture or your Guru’s picture before
you. Sit on a comfortable seat and a posture that which is comfortable
to you. That is called ‘Sukhasana’. Sri Gurudev used to say that is
the best. If you can’t sit on the floor, you can sit in a chair also. But
don’t forget to keep your body, neck and head in one straight line,
keep your hands clasped in your lap or keep them in ‘Chinmudra’.
Close your eyes and fix your mind on the Lakshyartha given by
your Gurudev. Don’t worry, even if your mind tries to wander.
Don’t get upset and get up and go away abandoning your dhyanam.
In no uncertain terms tell your mind that you are not going to get up
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until the pre-determined time. With such diligent practice, your mind
will calm down slowly and listen to you. As it starts to taste the bliss
of meditation, it will get in it.

So, work with patience diligently. Never give in to despair and
quit. Live up to the challenge. Your Gurudev is always there to help
and guide you. Take refuge in your Gurudev and have unshakable
trust in Him and continue to carry on your spiritual practices with a
cheerful heart.*

An artist's sketch of Babu Vijnan Mandir,
Sri Kaligardens Ashramam, Nambur






